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11 Introduction
The media holds considerable sway over our everyday lives. There are places in the
world we may never visit and people we may never meet,  but we may still  hold
strong opinions about them and the politics and culture that they represent. This is in
great part due to mass media bombarding us with sounds and images from all over
the globe.
Not everyone can be expected to be an expert in the field of finance or 
international politics. For that, we have different types of publications that gather 
information concerning recent events and then present them to us in a neat and easily 
consumable package.  In order to stay up to date on current events, we read, watch, 
and listen to others telling us about what is happening around us. In other words, we 
are all in one way or another dependent on second hand information. Whether it's a 
question of social issues, the environment, or international politics, we have to trust 
the news media to report on these topics at least somewhat truthfully.
However, when we look at the stories that different news sources publish, it 
becomes apparent that there are several sides to every story, to the extent that it 
sometimes seems like different publications are reporting on wholly different events. 
What one reports as a positive phenomenon, another may present as a negative one, 
and the different publications may focus on entirely different issues. Some 
publications may overlook details that others consider the news story's most relevant 
point.
In recent years, Europe and the world at large have been shocked by an economic 
crisis that has caused a powerful rift in European relations and shows few signs of 
abating. The crisis has taken new forms that are no longer strictly related to finance 
or the economy. For example, as the crisis in Greece has unfolded and spread across 
Europe, issues of nationalism and xenophobia have emerged, and there has been 
frank discussion about who should chiefly bear the responsibility for the financial 
mismanagement. This has led to finger pointing and shifting of blame. When I began 
working on this paper, the topics of blame and responsibility were what I was 
originally interested in studying. Who is ultimately responsible for the financial 
crisis, according to the media? Who is guilty and who is innocent? These questions in
2turn raised the broader topic of how news publications attempt to affect people's 
attitudes and opinions. In other words, this will not be a study on the financial or 
political events that have occurred, but rather on the language used by the 
publications reporting on these events. My research questions are:
1. What kind of linguistic differences can be found in different types of news
publications in the reporting of the Greek debt crisis?
2. How  do  these  linguistic  differences  demonstrate  attitudes  in  the  various
publications?
I will answer these questions through a corpus study of different types of news 
publications: tabloids, financial publications, and more general mainstream 
publications. My goal is to provide a thorough examination of the linguistic 
differences in the corpus and analyse their significance in terms of media bias. Due to
their differing demographics and fields of focus, I expect the most noticeable 
differences to be between the tabloid publications and the finance publications.
The topic of media bias has already been extensively studied in the past with 
various methods, such as the comparison of the sources that different publications 
choose to cite (Groseclose & Milyo, 2005) or the attention allotted to representatives 
of different political parties (Excellence in Journalism & Shorenstein Center, 2007). 
Similar approaches will also be used in this study and  I will look at my research 
questions from a number of different perspectives, examining features of register 
variation and the frequency of core linguistic features, as well as the use of different 
rhetorical methods and the appearance of stance-related structures. While in the end 
the variation in the occurrence of most parts of speech did not lead to any particularly
startling breakthroughs, I did discover significant differences in the way the various 
text types are constructed and the ways in which they might try to influence their 
audience. In the following chapters I will discuss the various linguistic phenomena 
generally related to language used in newspapers, as well as economic and political 
discourse. In chapter 4 I will then analyse how these phenomena come through in the
texts I have gathered.
32 Theory
This chapter will cover the theoretical concepts related to register variation, media
bias, and language in the news media, as well as some defining characteristics of
economical and political discourse.
2.1 Media and language
Since this study deals with texts in the news media, we shall begin by looking at
some of the stylistic and aesthetic characteristics of news texts. Language in the news
media is affected by a variety of factors. These range from the perceived audience of
the publication and the publication's ideological bias, to the textual conventions and
traditions of the news genre.  For example, while modern news sites on the Internet
have no such limitations, printed news publications have always had a very limited
amount of space. This is partly why information in news stories is generally very
tightly packed. This tight packing of information can also lead to some very complex
sentence  structures,  similar  to  those found in academic texts  (Ni,  2003:161-162).
Physical  and time-related  constraints  also  mean  that  publications  have  to  choose
which stories they find interesting enough to report on. There are some core values
that make certain events more newsworthy to news publications:
1. Negativity: bad news makes the headlines more often than good news
2. Consonance: how well a story fits together with existing preconceptions and 
'scripts'
3. Unambiguity: how clear a story's facts are, and how reputable the cited 
sources are
4. Relevance: how likely the audience is to relate to the story on an emotional 
level
5. Quality of attribution: a story with an established institution as a source is 
more convincing
6. Facticity: the story's use of specific factual information, figures, names and 
locations
(Galtung and Ruge, 1965 cited in Bell, 1991:156-158)
The stories the media presents are in other words chosen carefully to paint a very 
specific picture. Because of the nature of these stories, and also due to space and time
constraints, some details may also be simplified or even omitted. Some examples of 
how these phenomena manifest themselves in the corpus are also presented below:
1. Deletion of information- for example 'protests in Greece' as opposed to 
'protests in Athens outside parliament'
2. Generalization: for example, 'German, French, British' becomes 'European'
43. Construction: several actions laid under one umbrella term: for example 
'tighten ... belts', instead of 'freeze pensions, cut public sector pay, increase 
sales tax, raise taxes on fuel cigarettes, alcohol and luxury goods'
(van Dijk, 1985:85 cited in Bell 1991:162)
Mainstream news texts are typically written for the general public, not for experts
of any specific field. In face-to-face communication it is always possible to modify 
the message according to who the addressee is and who else might be listening, but 
as Bell (1991:90-92) states, in mass media this is not the case. While publications can
make surveys about their readership, it is basically impossible for mass media 
publications to ever truly know their audience. Additionally, one might argue that 
publicly funded organisations, such as the BBC, are obligated to serve and inform the
public in a manner that the public will understand. This may set its own limitations 
on the kind of language the writers can employ in mainstream news texts, whereas 
some other more specialised publications with more particular audiences can use 
some less common terminology.
Of course, the Internet allows news publications to provide a wider array of news 
services to a more heterogeneous audience. The nature of internet news reporting is 
no longer unidirectional, like the mass media of old that Bell (1991:85-87) speaks of. 
While online news texts take their form from print media, they are also 
experimenting with various styles, such as those from broadcast news (Lewis, 
2003:96). Online news sites allow hyper-linking from one article to another related 
one, which has led to news stories on the web becoming shorter and more 
contextualised as parts of bigger narratives and because news articles on the web also
do not need to worry about the length constraints of physical newspapers or 
magazines, they can also delve deeper into the details of a story (Lewis, 2003:97-99).
This also means that the individual stories can vary greatly in length and that a news 
website can have several versions of a particular news story on its servers, each of 
them differing slightly in their focus to better suit different demographics. 
2.2 Media bias and stance
This chapter will deal with the ways bias can come across in some of the methods 
news publications employ to influence their readership. The question of bias in news 
texts is a complicated one. While news texts as a rule aim for at least an appearance 
5of objectivity, publications also have editorials and opinion pieces that allow editors, 
publishers, and journalists to express their own opinions on a given topic more freely.
However, if a news story does not show the name of the writer in a byline, it can be 
difficult to know whether the story has been written by the publication itself or 
whether it has simply been bought from a major news agency, such as the Associated 
Press or Reuters, which also play major roles in the production of news stories (Bell, 
1991:16). This can lead to confusion about whose biases are actually on display. 
Sometimes it also leads to near-identical stories appearing in several different 
publications. There are of course certain stylistic choices that different publications 
can make to differentiate themselves from others and create their own 'house style' 
(Bell, 1991:82).
In general, it is wise for a publication to remain objective so as not to anger any 
potential readers. Of course, when a publication knows it already has an audience of 
like-minded readers, it is also more free to express its own ideology. Indeed, while 
the various media outlets would like to portray themselves as unbiased or objective, 
and while that may be a fine goal to strive towards per se, one must remember that all
the stories in the media are still written by people with opinions and ideologies. 
These people may in turn enforce existing mental models or stereotypes, which we 
may not even be aware of. This is something that has been studied in the field of 
photojournalism (see Lester & Ross, 2003), but it is equally important to 
acknowledge in written texts as well. Indeed, the concepts of consonance and scripts 
mentioned above are a major way in which publications not only reveal their own 
conceptions but also reinforce them by selectively reporting on them.
This type of selective reporting is represented in van Dijk's so-called ideological 
square, shown here as a list:
1. emphasize our good properties/actions (specified in detail)
2. emphasize their bad properties/actions (specified in detail)
3. mitigate our bad properties/actions (presented very generally, distanced)
4. mitigate their good properties/actions (presented very generally, distanced)
(van Dijk, 1995:33)
In essence, the point is to show 'us' in as good a light as possible, and to vilify 'the
other'. These biases in publications come through in various ways. At its simplest this
bias can take the form of specific word choices. Adjectives can be roughly divided 
6into two classes: experiential and attitudinal epithets, where the former is a more 
objective and general type of description – such as 'purple' or 'small'– and the latter a 
more subjective and value-laden description – such as 'commendable' or 'obnoxious' 
(Ni, 2003:164). Adjectives and adverbs can in other words be used to convey value 
judgements, by describing some as 'good' and 'just', and others as 'bad' or 'unfair'. It 
has in fact been found that attitude signifying adjectives are quite common in printed 
news texts, and even more so in editorials (Zhou, 2001 cited in Ni, 2003:164). 
Language is indeed much more than just an exchange of information. It carries with 
it judgements and evaluations, and it can be used to express emotion and solidarity to
others. These functions all fall under the umbrella term of appraisal (Martin, 2000: 
143-144). Appraisal can be classified into three distinct categories according to its 
intended function: 'Affect', 'judgement' and 'appreciation'.
Affect
'Affect' encompasses emotional expressions, which can be further categorised in the 
following manner:
1. Positive vs. negative
2. behavioural surge (laughed) vs. mental disposition (liked)
3. reaction to other (liked the cake) vs. undirected mood (was happy)
4. grading of feelings (liked vs. loved vs. adored)
5. Intention (irrealis) vs. reaction (realis) (Divides into (dis)inclination, behavioural 
surge, and disposition)
6. (un)happiness (sad, happy) vs. (in)security (anxious, confident) vs. (dis)satisfaction 
(fed up, absorbed)
(Martin, 2000: 148-150)
Emotional words can in other words be classified as either positive or negative, 
as either physical actions or internal feelings, as well as reactions to specific external 
stimuli or as general states of mind. The feelings can be graded on a scale where 
some words describe a more intense feeling than others. Affect also makes a 
distinction between intentions or desires to do something in the future and the 
reactions to something happening in the present. The expressions also fall into one of
the three groups denoting feelings of (un)happiness, (in)security and (dis)satisfaction.
While Martin's system of classification can seem quite complicated, it does help in 
defining affect and understanding how the different words of affect relate to each 
7other, especially words that belong to different word classes.
Judgement
'Judgement', on the other hand, is the normative moral framework that determines 
how people in a society should feel about various things. This in turn is divided into 
the social esteem and social sanction categories (Martin, 2000: 155-156):
Table 1: Categories of judgement (Martin, 2000: 155-156)
Social  esteem  'venial',  “you
may need therapy”
Positive (admire) Negative (criticise)




















Social sanction 'mortal', “you
may need a lawyer”
Positive (praise) Negative (condemn)












The social esteem category comprises of 'normality', describing luck and 
adherence to social norms, 'capacity', describing an individual's  abilities and skills, 
and 'tenacity', describing a person's willingness, or lack thereof, to succeed. People 
and acts are in effect admired and praised for fitting the norm, being clever or brave, 
or for being honest and law-abiding. The negative social esteem characteristics are 
personal traits that are not desirable, but are still in some way forgiveable. Martin 
quite poignantly dubs them 'venial' sins as opposed to the 'mortal' sins in the social 
sanction category. Traits in this category - cowardice, dishonesty and immorality - are
on the other hand clearly negative traits with all the unambiguously negative 
connotations they entail.
Appreciation
'Appreciation', is the framework that pertains to the way people in a society should 
regard the aesthetic value of something, such as that of a work of art for example 
8(Martin, 2000: 159-160):
Table 2: Categories of appreciation (Martin, 2000: 159-160)
Positive Negative
Reaction: impact Arresting, captivating, engaging
fascinating, exciting, moving
Dull, boring, tedious, staid
Dry, ascetic, uninviting








Composition: complexity Simple, elegant
intricate, rich, detailed, precise
Ornamental, extravagant
monolithic, simplistic




The words presented above show how subjective aesthetic appraisal can 
sometimes be. What might appear to someone as simple and elegant, may seem 
simplistic and plain to another. The words Martin gives in his categorisation serve as 
examples of the ways many words have inherent socially motivated connotations. 
Studying these words and the contexts they appear in gives us an insight into the 
beliefs held by the writer.
Adjectives are of course not the only word class that can demonstrate stance. For 
example, many nouns carry equally strong connotations. There is after all a major 
difference whether an event is described as 'a protest' or 'a riot', for example. Making 
lists of good and bad words of course only gives us a piece of the puzzle. In order for
a reader to understand a word's underlying connotation they must also be aware of 
the word's intertextual context (Hunston, 2000: 177). There are many words that may
on the surface appear neutral or even positive, but have acquired a negative 
connotation in a specific context that does not even show up in dictionaries 
(Channell, 2000: 46-47). Sooner or later a word may be entirely stripped of its 
original meaning as it gains more and more negative connotations. Even professional 
writers may sometimes use words with negative connotations that they are unaware 
of (Channell, 2000: 53), which may lead to a case where a writer inadvertently 
presents a stance that is contrary to the one they personally hold. Negative 
connotations are also generally more frequent and easier to see than positive ones, 
partly because words with negative connotations are often used together with other 
similar words for added effect (Channell, 2000: 55, 44).
9Bias becomes even more apparent in more complex structures. For example, 
necessity modalities - such as “he had to” or “it was necessary to” - can be used to 
justify the actions of one person, or imply the guilt of another. Active and passive 
voice constructions can be used to draw attention to the actions of a particular group 
of people, or to draw it away from the actions of another. 
The writer's bias can also come across in the rhetorical methods he or she employs:
• Generalization: the writer can express a certain type of behaviour as typical 
for a certain group, for example by using the phrase 'as usual' or 'of course' 
when describing an event.
• Specification: the writer may refer to the nationality, ethnicity or political 
affiliation of certain people, while avoiding such specifics when speaking of 
others. 
• Contrast: the writer can compare two different groups as polar opposites of 
each other.
• Example: the writer can provide anecdotal evidence to support their own 
position.
 (van Dijk, 1995:37)
Using the above methods can often seem openly hostile. To soften their message 
the writer can also employ various semantic moves to essentially avoid being viewed 
as a bigot. These include the following, with added examples from the corpus used in
the study:
• Apparent denial: for example: 'I obviously do not wish for new economic 
tribulations in either Europe or Britain. But if those problems brought with 
them the eventual end of the euro ... would that not be a welcome silver 
lining?' (Daily Mail, 27 May 2010)
• Apparent concession: such as 'They’re not all like that, but…'
• Apparent empathy: as in '”I completely understand the Greek populations 
anger”'...'”But Greeks must also understand...”' (Mirror, 5 May 2010)
(van Dijk, 1995:39)
The use of these semantic moves demonstrates that the writer – or speaker – is 
aware that the things they are saying are in some ways controversial and that they 
need to be counteracted.
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Sometimes a single text may contain the voices of several people, for example in 
the case of interviews or quotations from experts. This means that the stances or 
biases presented in the text are no longer necessarily those of the writer. This is 
where attribution and averral become relevant. Averral refers to the writer stating 
something that he or she believes to be true, whereas when they employ attribution 
the responsibility for the veracity of a claim lies on the source being referenced. 
Concessions made in a text can also be seen as a form of attribution, for example in a
phrase such as '...although anecdotal evidence suggests...'. In such cases however, the 
actual sources often remain unclear (Hunston 179). Of course, as the writer is often 
free to choose the quotations that best suit their own agenda, attributions can 
sometimes be just as clear indicators of stance as averrals.
2.3 Rhetoric and metaphor
The features pointed out by van Dijk in the previous section are good examples of
rhetoric. Language not only limits the ways in which we can perceive or think of
things,  but the different  ways in which these issues are presented also affect  our
perceptions of the topics in question, as well as of the people who speak of them.
People often judge the persuasiveness of an argument not on its demonstrable merits,
but rather on the rhetoric of the person making the argument. This makes it all the
more important to look at these methods of persuasion (McCloskey, 1994:15-17).
Different rhetorical methods are used in different types of texts and for different 
audiences. While the rhetoric of economics is not the same rhetoric used in economic
reporting (Klamer & McCloskey, 1989:15), the very specific nature of the field is 
bound to affect the way the world of finance is presented to the layman in the media. 
But what exactly do we mean by economics? As a word, it has a variety of meanings,
but the 'economics' we shall be discussing is the one that the Oxford English 
Dictionary defines as:
“The branch of knowledge (now regarded as one of the social sciences) that deals 
with the production, distribution, consumption, and transfer of wealth; the 
application of this discipline to a particular sphere” (OED, 2008)
Economics is in other words a science, and as any other field of science, it has its 
own jargon and stylistic conventions that are upheld. Economics as a field has also 
often been criticised for its coldly logical and mathematical representation of vast and
complex systems (see McCloskey, 1986; Klamer & McCloskey, 1989). McCloskey 
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(1986:4) states that this purely logical approach to such a vast field can lead to a type 
of fanaticism, which makes its followers blind to different views and possibilities. On
the other hand, economics has also been criticised for its inability to follow its own 
rules of scientific principles (Solow, 1989:32). While empirical evidence and 
statistically derived data should always override personal beliefs and opinions, it 
often does not. This is because language has a great deal of influence in the way we 
think, and the language and rhetoric used in the field of economics is no exception.
One major rhetorical method is the use of metaphors. Unlike many other 
linguistic phenomena, metaphors can not be identified by any lexical feature, but 
need to be individually interpreted and identified. The task cannot in other words be 
relegated to a computer, at least not yet. This makes studying them in a corpus 
challenging. While most people have ample experience in identifying analogies and 
metaphors, even people can often have trouble deciding what kind of expressions 
should be actually considered metaphorical. However, there are ways to make this 
easier. For example, metaphor analysis can be divided into three levels:
• Individual: How people use and create metaphors in actual communication
• Supraindividual: Conventionalised and possibly language- or culture-specific 
metaphors
• Subindividual: “Experiential grounding” of very basic yet abstract concepts
(Kövecses, 2002 cited in Musolff, 2004, 8-9)
These groupings help to classify metaphor into conceptual domains connected by 
a central conceptual mapping, such as metaphor related to nature, family or parts of 
the body, for example. McCloskey (1994:18) states that even the key economic 
concept of 'markets' is in essence metaphorical. Generally it has been thought that 
while powerful literary metaphors ought to be surprising and unexpected, good 
scientific metaphors should aim for consistency and even a degree of overuse 
(McCloskey, 1994:18). This however would not only be limiting in terms of 
linguistic innovation, but would also render the discourse itself boring and 
unengaging, and thus not very rhetorically persuasive. Consequently, McCloskey 
states that good literary metaphors can in fact over time become good scientific 
metaphors (1994:18). A good scientific metaphor, according to Solow (1989:34) is 
one that produces new information instead of  simply retelling what is already 
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known. Along this same line of thought, as metaphors are essentially simplified 
models used for describing real life phenomena, one could say that good metaphors 
are basically new and more accurate models for these phenomena.
Metaphors are also very prevalent in the language of politics, which is inevitably 
another facet of international news reporting. The political rhetoric employed by 
politicians is also often aimed at convincing the public at large, i.e. the voters. People
need to be able to relate to it and it needs to touch people on a personal level. This is 
probably why so many popular political metaphors include those related to family 
and relationships (Musolff, 2004, 14-16). Indeed, a fundamental metaphor regarding 
a nation or society is one where the political leaders are the heads of family, who set 
the rules, and the citizens are expected to act like obedient children (Musolff, 2004, 
2-7). In the case of the EU, individual nation states are also often presented as parties 
in a relationship or marriage (Musolff, 2004, 21-23). Other popular conceptual 
domains for politically motivated metaphors that Musolff lists include 'movement', 
'war', as well as 'life and health' (Musolff, 2004, 12).
Political metaphors have a surprisingly powerful effect on popular opinion. If the 
metaphor of the government as a strict parent has been employed, it is only natural 
that people should respect the government in the same way as a parental authority 
ought to be respected. Different parties use different metaphors and they are often 
carefully chosen to appeal to existing values and mental connections. For example, 
when it is viewed as a family with parents and children, the EU is generally 
presented in a positive light. However, when a love-marriage metaphor is employed, 
negative words denoting a failed relationship, such as 'divorce', may be used to attack
it (Musolff, 2004, 28-29). Because of this, political debate can often become a battle 
over rhetoric, rather than the actual issues at hand, and sometimes politicians need to 
undermine and argue against an opponent's rhetorical devices as well their implied 
meanings. Apt metaphors also have a tendency to spread in the media and also spawn
new related metaphors (Musolff, 2004, 93-94).
There are of course many other rhetorical means of making one's argument more 
credible. For example, in economics, science in general, as well as news stories, there
is a tendency to avoid the use of the first-person 'I' pronoun, which can give texts an 
air of subjectivity and is often deemed unscientific. By leaving it out, the writer can 
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present their claims as universal facts, rather than as the personal opinions or 
anecdotal experiences that they are (McCloskey, 1994:20). However, what we say 
still conveys our values as individuals (Heilbroner, 1989:40), and trying to hide this 
can be misleading and might be seen as intellectual dishonesty. Sometimes using the 
pronoun 'I' can be an intentional move to bring the writer and audience closer to each 
other, as we shall see in the following section.
2.4 Metadiscourse markers
The audience of a given text always needs some degree of guidance in interpreting 
the text. This can be achieved through the use of metadiscourse. It is an essential part 
of any well constructed text, motivating and guiding the reader through the text. 
Hyland (2005) divides metadiscourse into two parts: the interactive dimension, which
encompasses the various meta-textual elements a writer can employ to accommodate 
the reader and their needs, and  the interactional dimension, which involves the ways 
in which the writer seeks to involve the reader and address them personally. To 
further familiarize ourselves with these elements, we can study the lists that Hyland 
has compiled of words and expressions that serve as metadiscourse markers. These 
include the following interactive discourse markers:
• code glosses, such as 'as a matter of fact', used for specifying
• endophoric markers, such as '(in) this section', used for guiding a reader 
through a text
• evidentials, such as 'according to X', used in citations
• Frame markers for sequencing, such as '(in) this section', stage labelling, such
as 'all in all', announcing goals, such as '(in) this section' , and topic shifting, 
such as 'in regard to' 
• Transition markers, such as 'accordingly', used for moving from one section 
to another
(Hyland, 2005: 218-220)
They structure the text and are essential for a text's cohesion, linking one part of a
text to the next. Interactional discourse, on the other hand, can often display clear 
signs of stance, and is composed of the following types of textual markers:
• Attitude markers, such as 'admittedly'
• boosters, such as 'beyond doubt'
• self mention, such as 'the author'
• engagement markers, such as '(the) reader's'
• hedges, such as 'typically'
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(Hyland, 2005: 220-224)
Of course, different types of markers can serve multiple purposes. Markers of 
interactionality also serve an important role in making texts more accessible as many 
texts actually rely on the reader at least understanding a writer's point of view even if 
they don't necessarily agree with it. Additionally, while hedges can be used to express
uncertainty, they are often used more for reasons of politeness (Hunston & 
Thompson, 2000:10). Similarly, disjuncts, such as 'admittedly' or 'certainly', serve 
several purposes. While disjuncts have generally been thought to only show the 
writer's attitude, they also serve an essential role to maintain cohesion and coherence 
in a text (Thompson & Zhou, 2000:123-127). They are especially useful in marking 
concessions and contrasting sentences that might otherwise come across as confusing
(128-133). If the reader does not understand the values of the writer, he or she also 
can not understand the connections drawn from them.
2.5 Register variation
As this paper will deal with the linguistic variance found in different types of texts, it 
is appropriate to also discuss the topic of register variation. Register, as used by Biber
(1995), refers to language that is used in a specific kind of situation. These situations 
can vary from the general classifications of spoken and written language, to much 
more specific types of texts, which are defined by a number of factors, such as their 
intended audience, the subject matter, and the circumstances in which they are 
produced (Biber 1995: 8-9). The subject matter and intended audience are quite 
relevant factors in this paper, as the former was used to select the texts, while the 
latter was used to categorise the publications into distinct registers or publication 
types. While Biber prefers the term 'register', he concedes that there is no general 
agreement about its specific meaning (1995:8), and the words style and genre are also
often used in similar contexts.  
There have been numerous studies into the variation of register. Biber (1995: 6-7)
divides these studies into four main types:
1. synchronic descriptions of a single register
2. diachronic descriptions tracking the evolution of a single register
3. synchronic descriptions of the patterns of variation among multiple registers
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4.  diachronic  descriptions  tracing  changes  in  the  patterns  of  variation  among
multiple registers
Biber emphasises that register variation is present in all languages and that the
study of vast amounts of text material could be used to discover certain universal
differences in the occurrence of certain linguistic features between distinct registers. 
These linguistic features can be classified into two different categories: register
markers and register features (Biber 1995: 28-29). An example of a register marker
might be a rare lexical item that only appears in a very limited set of contexts, and
can thus  often  be  used to  classify texts  into different  registers  (Biber  1995:  29).
However, they are not always completely reliable indicators of register. For example,
while in the context of this corpus study, the word 'index' only appears in connection
with the stock market, in a wider set of texts it might appear in a number of other
contexts as well. The word 'index' also appears in all of the publication types in this
study, and thus can't be used to distinguish between tabloid and finance publications,
for example. Longer or more complex linguistic structures, or 'grammatical routines',
such as the announcement of scores in a sports game (Biber 1995: 29), can serve as
more reliable register markers. Such routines are rare, however, and most registers
can't be reliably classified using register markers.
Another method to study a text's register is through the appearance of register
features (Biber 1995:29). Unlike register markers, register features appear in nearly
all types of texts, and their presence alone is not indicative of any single register.
They cannot, in other words, be simply studied using qualitative methods. However,
register  features  can  display  significant  variance  in  their  patterns  of  frequency
between different registers. This variance can be studied quantitatively using a corpus
tool,  for  example,  to  reveal  potentially  universal  differences  between  different
registers. Even so, features should not be studied in isolation, but as a part of a larger
whole (Biber, 1995:29-30).
While  Biber  talks  of  universal  phenomena  that  show  similar  patterns  of
occurrence  across  different  languages,  this  paper  will  only involve  the  linguistic
features of different registers in English. For example, verbs and pronouns in English
occur much more frequently in spoken communication and fiction than in academic
prose or news texts, whereas for nouns and prepositions the opposite is true; they are
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most  frequent  in  news  and  academic  texts  (Biber,  1995:60,77;  Biber,  Conrad  &
Leech, 2002:32,93,105).
Of  course,  in  order  for  these  distinctive  linguistic  features  to  be  properly
identified in a study, there should be a clear system of classification for the different
types  of  texts  (Biber  1995:  27).  In  addition,  Biber  states  that  a  comprehensive
analytical framework for studies of register variation should present a “full range of
registers  […],  representing  the  range  of  situational  variation”,  “a  representative
sampling of texts from each register”, and “a wide range of linguistic features [to] be
analyzed” (1995: 27). These are the goals that this paper has strived for.
This  paper  could  be  described  as  a  synchronic  description  of  the  pattern
variations among multiple, somewhat similar registers. The texts in this study have
been taken from 12 different news publications, which can all be seen as representing
the common register of news texts. These 12 publications have been further classified
into three sub-categories,  or registers,  of news language:  mainstream, tabloid and
finance. The linguistic features under observation in this study range from type-token
ratios, frequency patterns of different parts of speech, and various expressions and
structures.  While  some  of  the  results  in  this  study  may  correspond  with  those
presented by Biber, this is a case study and will not claim to present any universal
features  of  tabloid,  mainstream or  finance publications  in  general.  The following
chapter will go into more detail regarding the methods employed in the study.
3 Methods and materials
For the purposes of studying the stance-marking structures, metadiscourse markers, 
and various rhetorical means discussed in the previous chapters, I conducted a corpus
study of several online news publications. The corpus study comprised of several 
stages: compiling the corpus from online news publications, tagging the individual 
words in the texts with an online tagging tool, counting the frequencies of words, 
word classes and expressions in a freeware concordance and corpus tool, and finally 
gathering and analysing the results in a spreadsheet programme with various 
statistical tools. At the beginning of this study it was not immediately clear what 
linguistic features I should expect to find, and so a great deal of time was spent 
studying the corpus from a variety of perspectives.
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3.1 Compiling the corpus
The corpus for this study was composed of news articles dealing with the Greek 
debt-crisis from 12 different news publications: The Mirror, CNN, New York Daily 
News, The New York Post, the BBC, Deutsche Welle, The Economist, Forbes, The 
Daily Mail, The Guardian, The New York Times, and The Financial Times. While 
they are all news publications, they represent different kinds of news reporting and 
fall roughly into one of three categories: financial, mainstream or tabloid news.
The Economist, Forbes and The Financial Times all deal with economic and 
financial issues, and while they also cover more general topics, their focus is on the 
financial implications of world events.
On the other hand, mainstream publications, the CNN, the BBC, the Deutsche 
Welle, The Guardian, and The New York Times, largely give a more general view of 
the world to a broader audience. Their scope is on the whole much wider than that of 
financial publications, but some of them also cover financial stories in great detail.
The British Mirror and The Daily Mail, as well as the American New York Daily 
News and The New York Post, can all be safely classified under the title of tabloid 
publications; their respective web pages are littered with pictures of celebrities and 
the latest celebrity gossip, as well as stories of grisly murders, and they don't 
generally seem to be considered very trustworthy (see Trichter & Paige, 2004; ). 
Their viewpoint could also be described as somewhat provincial.
When speaking of these three categories in this paper I will refer to the groups of 
tabloid, mainstream, and  finance publications as publication types.
The compiling process was greatly facilitated by modern online search engines 
and news websites.  I collected the texts with the help of Google News (Google, 
2012) as well as the search tools on the websites of the different publications using 
the search words: 'Greek debt Crisis'. I wanted to limit the scope of my study to a 
certain time frame to ensure that the articles would deal with roughly the same issues,
so I only searched for news articles between January and December of 2010, as by 
this time, the debt crisis was already well under way, and I had plenty of news 
articles to choose from.
I did not include every article that came up in the search results, but tried to only 
include texts that had the Greek Crisis as the focal point of the text. I also tried to cut 
down on the large number of duplicate articles that showed up in the listings. Despite
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my efforts there may be some articles that only deal with Greece tangentially as well 
as some duplicate articles that may slightly skew the results.
I copied the articles into text files, where I edited them further. Firstly, as my 
analysis was to focus on textual differences, all pictures and their accompanying 
captions were removed. While the captions could have also been analysed, I found 
that they offered little to no value by themselves out of their visual context. Also, 
because I wanted to study the different texts as traditional news texts, the more 
interactive elements of the internet-era - such as slide-shows with additional info, 
reader comments and feedback forms - were removed as well. All of these could no 
doubt also provide interesting research topics in the field of sociolinguistics, but they 
were not what I wanted to focus on.
3.2 Corpus description
The different news sites each had their own peculiarities, which is understandable as 
the corpus represents 12 publications from different sub-categories of news reporting,
all with differing cultures. Details of the resulting corpus are presented in the table 
below:
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Table 3: Overview of corpus
# of stories Words/story # of types # of tokens Types/tokens Genre
Economist 74 872.0** 5535 64525 8.58% Financial
Forbes 103 642.2 6055 66150 9.15% Financial
FT 560** 570.9 10735** 319686** 3.36%* Financial
CNN 13 641.2 1613 8336 19.35% Mainstream
BBC 84 529.3 3966 44463 8.92% Mainstream
DW 94 526.5 4316 49487 8.72% Mainstream
Guardian 158 722.6 7486 114164 6.56% Mainstream
NY Times 212 816.6 8398 173112 4.85% Mainstream
Mirror 6* 349.8* 744* 2099* 35.45%** Tabloid
NY Daily 18 686.1 2258 12350 18.28% Tabloid
NY Post 41 519.1 3387 21282 15.91% Tabloid
Daily Mail 141 654.4 6434 92274 6.97% Tabloid
# of stories Words/story # of types # of tokens Types/tokens Stories/publicati
on
Financial 737** 611.1* 11530** 450361** 2.56%* 245.7**
Mainstream 561 694.4** 10581 389562 2.72% 112.2
Tabloid 206* 621.4 6750* 128005* 5.27%** 51.5*
All publications 1504 643.6 21986 967928 2.27% 125.3
* marks the lowest value, ** the highest
Looking at all the stories from every publication, the average length of a news 
story was about 643 words. The financial set of texts had the most word types, while 
the tabloids had the least. The type counts of the three publication types, along with 
the overall type count of the entire corpus, shows that there was quite a bit of 
variation between the different texts, in spite of the common topic. While the type-
token ratio could be used to compare the range of vocabulary in the publications, it 
would require the corpora to be of similar sizes. As the largest sub-corpora is roughly
150 times bigger than the smallest sub-corpora, I will not be making such 
comparisons. The large variance in the type-token ratios does however show quite 
well how the different publications in the corpus differed from one another in scale.
The Financial Times had the most stories relating to the topic, and also the most 
types and tokens while The Economist had on average the longest stories. The Mirror,
on the other hand, had the least stories relating to the topic and also the shortest 




The mainstream publications are generally well known and international, and have a 
wide readership. It would thus be fair to assume that their approach would be more 
international than that of tabloid publications for example. Some of the publications, 
namely the BBC and Deutsche Welle, are publicly funded (BBC, 2011; Deutsche 
Welle, 2012), while the others, The Guardian, CNN, and The New York Times, are 
privately owned. Such corporate links can often lead to accusations of bias and 
partisanship. For example, CNN, in addition to being a subsidiary of the TimeWarner
corporation, has apparently also tended to side with democrats in its reporting (PEJ, 
2007). This may also affect the way it presents news about Europe. There were, 
however, relatively few stories on CNN about the Greek crisis and they were 
generally quite short.
The BBC on the other hand provides both a European and British view on the 
crisis. It has been commonly held to be trustworthy and even prestigious, any recent 
PR-problems notwithstanding.
The Deutsche Welle was interesting due to Germany's close role in the mediation 
of the crisis, and it was also the only publication to provide a point of view from 
Continental Europe. The articles from the website were fairly brief in nature; the 
average story length was clearly shorter than in the other mainstream news 
publications.
The Guardian had quite a bit of reporting on the crisis and may have gone more 
in to the 'why' and 'how' of the story than the others. It is a generally left-leaning 
publication (Guardian, 2011) and I was interested in seeing whether this would be 
somehow reflected in the results. The articles in the Guardian were also longer and 
there were more of them than in most other mainstream publications.
The only mainstream publication to have longer articles was the New York Times, 
which also had significantly more articles. Its stories were also longer than in the 
other American publications. It is also a well-respected American newspaper with 
over a 100 Pulitzer prizes (The New York Times Company, 2013).
3.2.2 Tabloid publications
As already mentioned, the British Mirror had the smallest token count, and also the 
smallest type count and the highest type-token ratios.
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New York Daily News had roughly three times as many stories and roughly six 
times as many words as The Mirror, but many of the stories appeared to be from 
Reuters or the Associated Press.
The New York Post again had roughly twice as many news stories and words as 
New York Daily News.
The other British tabloid, The Daily Mail, had significantly more words and 
stories, and was the fourth largest sub-corpus of the 12 publications.
3.2.3 Financial publications
The financial publications had their own defining characteristics, such as more talk of
stock market developments. The American Forbes even had stock quotes placed in 
various parts of the articles. These and links to related stories were removed for the 
corpus, as they would serve little use in the actual analysis of the texts, and would 
likely only make it more difficult or even affect the results in unexpected ways. The 
publishing of the writers' names is an interesting and defining feature of the texts, 
which resembled opinion pieces. There were some texts which were excluded 
because it was difficult to ascertain whether they were simply opinion piece-like 
articles or more akin to readers' letters to the editor.
The Economist on the other hand has a different approach; its editorial philosophy
refrains from using bylines. Its articles are presented 'anonymously because it is a 
paper whose collective voice and personality matter more than the identities of 
individual journalists' (Economist Group, 2012). This policy is apparently intended to
represent objectivity, forcing the reader to judge an article on its own merits, rather 
by those of its author.
The owner of the Financial Times, the FT Group, also owns half of the 
Economist. In spite of this connection, the Financial Times does not seem to have a 
similar editorial philosophy; bylines are employed in practically all of the articles.
3.3 Word class tagging
Next, in order to study the linguistic phenomena in more detail, I needed to tag the 
words in the corpus according to word class. For this, I used the Constituent 
Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System, or CLAWS, developed by the University 
Centre for Computer Corpus Research on Language at Lancaster University. CLAWS
has a free online trial service, which was sufficient for the corpus I was working 
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with. For my study I decided to employ the C7 tagset. The tags allowed me to study 
the frequencies of different parts of speech, which could then be analysed as register 
features. In some cases the tagging system also effectively differentiated between 
certain homonyms, which made their later analysis more convenient.
The CLAWS website states that the tagging system is 96-97% accurate (UCREL, 
2011). The tagging is by no means perfect, but it is considerably faster than tagging 
all the words by hand, which would not only be slow and tedious, but would also 
enter yet another factor of human error into the equation. After the initial automated 
tagging, the resulting tags were analysed and any clear mistakes were corrected. 
Proper nouns, especially Greek names, were often misinterpreted by the tagging 
system and needed to be assigned with the correct tags by hand. There were no doubt
some individual words that remained incorrectly tagged, especially some less 
common ones, but overall the resulting tags should be fairly accurate.
3.4 Statistical significance and analysis
After the tagging of the words, I ran several corpus and concordance searches in 
AntConc. The resulting numbers were copied to a spreadsheet in OpenOffice Calc. 
To determine the statistical significance of the corpus findings I calculated the chi-
square values of the individual items I studied. While a confidence level of 5% might
have also sufficed, I chose a confidence level of 1%, meaning that there is a 99% 
chance that the results deemed significant have not occurred by chance. 
Statistically significant results are presented in the text using the formula shown 
below:
(χ²=AA (df=BB), p<CC)
The variable 'AA' is the chi-square value, 'BB' is the number of degrees of 
freedom, and CC expresses the confidence level in decimal form. When word 
frequency results are presented in tables, results demonstrating significant differences
in frequency distributions are marked with asterisks, with '**' denoting the 
publication or register with the highest word frequencies, and '*' denoting those with 
the lowest frequencies. In other words, they do not represent different confidence 
levels.
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4 Results and analysis
The tagged text files allowed the further study of the word frequencies in the 
AntConc corpus tool. The results in this chapter were derived from AntConc as well 
as a purpose built Python script used for counting words.
In the following chapters I will present word frequencies in tables arranged by 
publication and genre. The numbers represent occurrences of a word or phrase per 
1000 words. In cases where there is a statistically significant difference between 
different publication types, the publications with the highest word frequencies are 
marked with '**', whereas the lowest frequencies are marked with a '*'. If there are no
markings in a given column in a table it means that the results themselves were not 
found to be statistically significant.
4.1 Word classes
4.1.1 Nouns
Nouns are an essential part of the news reports. They mark the subject matter, events 
and major actors in the stories, and they are generally speaking also significantly 
more frequent in news texts than in other registers. It is thus not surprising that they 
are also the most frequent word class in the corpus.
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Economist 152.53 70.98 1.60 234.31 44.85 0.05 0.42 48.76 283.32
Forbes 165.09 70.31 2.09 250.37 57.23 0.56 3.75 64.08 314.59
FT 168.32 67.03 1.75 258.83 56.27 0.18 2.58 62.96 321.97
CNN 167.47 70.18 2.16 254.20 66.82 0.00 5.40 75.70 329.89
BBC 160.47 67.07 2.41 242.47 60.70 0.00 3.96 68.21 311.07
DW 169.28 62.02 2.51 244.19 70.42 0.04 4.77 77.35 321.74
Guardian 164.81 64.71 2.07 240.04 52.30 0.09 2.44 59.53 299.82
NY Times 158.89 69.89 1.78 245.89 62.14 0.32 4.36 69.71 315.86
Mirror 177.23 79.56 5.72 267.75 67.17 0.48 1.43 71.94 339.69
NY Daily 165.34 82.02 3.08 266.72 65.83 0.00 7.94 80.00 346.72
NY Post 160.04 68.74 2.49 246.78 65.97 0.05 1.50 72.78 319.80
Daily Mail 168.83 66.87 1.72 249.91 57.78 0.21 1.51 62.25 312.37
Financial 165.58 68.07 1.78 254.07 54.78* 0.21 2.44 61.09* 315.35
Mainstream 162.31 67.05 2.04 243.75 60.24** 0.17 3.82** 67.66** 311.66
Tabloid 167.17 68.85 2.05 251.30 60.08 0.16 2.12* 65.87 317.37
All
publications 164.48 67.77 1.92 249.55 57.68 0.19 2.96 64.36 314.13
Numbers indicate frequency as occurrences per 1000 words.
In cases of statistical significance, * marks the lowest frequency, ** the highest
The table above shows, that while there were no significant differences in the use 
of common nouns, there was a significant difference in the use of proper nouns 
(χ²=145.26 (df=11), p<0.01), especially those in the singular (χ²=122.90 (df=11), 
p<0.01). Mainstream publications used them the most while finance publications 
used them the least. Especially the use of weekdays showed a significant difference  
(χ²=168.98 (df=11), p<0.01), appearing the least frequently in the tabloids. This can 
be partly attributed to differences in the ways publications mark the date in each 
published article, but it may also be a demonstration of differences in reporting. 
While mainstream publications talk of imminent or recent events, tabloids might not 
go into such detail as to mention dates, while finance publications may offer a 
retrospective analysis of past events over a longer time frame where specific days of 
the week are largely irrelevant. There was no such significant difference in the 
frequency of proper nouns denoting months, however. The differences in the overall 
frequency of nouns were not significant either.
As proper nouns are usually used to refer to people and places, based on the data, 
one could draw the conclusion that the mainstream publications may talk about 
specific people and recent or upcoming events more than the other publication types. 
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This may also imply a stylistic choice of using nouns instead of pronouns.
4.1.2 Pronouns
Pronouns, as their name suggests, are used in place of nouns, for example to avoid 
repetition of names in a text. One might expect a publication with low usage of nouns
to instead use more pronouns in their place as a stylistic choice. Pronouns can also be
used to refer to the author of the text or to the intended audience, for example to 
build up or maintain a relationship to the reader. As mentioned in chapter 2.1.1, they 
are also commonly more frequent in spoken and informal texts.






















Economist 1.29 0.28 1.70 0.11 1.02 20.05 23.63
Forbes 2.51 0.24 2.36 0.35 2.12 21.72 24.31
FT 0.78 0.09 1.94 0.20 0.55 16.79 18.72
CNN 1.68 0.00 3.24 0.36 2.16 23.63 25.79
BBC 1.71 0.16 3.04 0.16 0.74 23.39 26.16
DW 1.48 0.12 3.56 0.44 0.81 22.51 25.20
Guardian 1.37 0.19 3.19 0.53 0.74 21.50 25.17
NY Times 0.73 0.09 2.18 0.28 0.76 19.11 22.14
Mirror 0.48 0.00 4.76 0.48 1.43 19.53 22.87
NY Daily 0.40 0.08 2.11 0.32 0.57 14.41 17.81
NY Post 0.42 0.05 3.01 0.56 1.08 21.90 26.08
Daily Mail 1.00 0.22 2.17 0.60 0.88 20.61 23.02
Financial 1.10 0.14 1.97* 0.21* 0.85 17.99* 20.25*
Mainstream 1.14 0.13 2.77** 0.36 0.79 20.83** 23.95**
Tabloid 0.84 0.17 2.34 0.56** 0.89 20.21 23.02
All
publications 1.08 0.14 2.34 0.32 0.83 19.42 22.10
The table above shows the usage of the first and second person pronouns in the 
different publications in the corpus. There is a clear significant difference in the use 
of pronouns overall (χ²=135.28 (df=11), p<0.01) as well as personal pronouns 
(χ²=91.61 (df=11), p<0.01). The specific forms that show significant differences in 
their use are the first person plural forms 'we' (χ²=57.83 (df=11), p<0.01) and 'us' 
(χ²=43.45 (df=11), p<0.01). Neither the first person singular forms, nor the second 
person forms show any significant differences in their appearance in the different 
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publication types.
In the mainstream publications, the use of the first person plural subjective 'we' is
significantly more frequent than in the other publication types. It is least frequent in 
the finance publications. The tabloids however show a clear tendency to use the first 
person plural objective pronoun 'us' much more often than the other publications. 
This can mean many things. As 'we' is the subjective form, showing the speaker 
in an active role, it can be used to emphasize strength of will or resolve, as in the 
examples of direct quotations below:
'”...the actions taken today...proves that we shall defend the euro whatever it takes.”' 
(CNN, 19 May, 2010)
'" We have a very serious plan of ... deficit reduction .“' (BBC, 28 April, 2010)
'" The stability of the euro is at stake - we will defend it , "' (Mirror, 29 April 2010)
'[“]...I 'm confident we will succeed to turn things around concerning Greece .[“]'  
(Daily Mail, 5 May, 2010)
'Us' on the other hand is the objective form, in other words, it represents the 
recipient or target of an action. It can be used to highlight the perceived innocent 
nature of a group, but also a degree of helplessness or, in some cases, outright 
incompetence:
'"We have many problems here , but with the economy in such a state , I doubt he 
can help us.“' (New York Post, 25 April, 2010)
“'Will we let the speculators strangle us , or will we take our fate in our own 
hands ?'” (Daily Mail, 27 February, 2010)
'" We Greeks do not expect the Germans to 'save' us , "' (Deutsche Welle, 3 March 
2010)
' ...[T]he media likes to paint us all with a broad brush.' (Financial Times, 21 August 
2010)
'Us' can also be used in comparisons, such as the one below:
'The UK Government is keen to stress the difference between us and them.' (Mirror, 
30 April 2010)
As can be seen in the quotes above, both the subjective and the objective forms 
often appear in quotes presenting different groups of people with differing levels of 
agency, from the politicians making the policy decisions to the ordinary people trying
to get by. The first person plural forms can also be used by the writers to refer to 
themselves and the audience, such as in the following:
'New Yorkers should pay special heed -- because we could be in the same boat.' 
(New York Post, 10 March, 2010)
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'Had we become members , we would have lost our financial independence and 
would now be under the supervision of the European Central Bank .' (Daily Mail, 12 
February, 2010)
Unfortunately, making any valid conclusions about the intended meanings of the 
words 'us' and 'we' is quite difficult without their proper contexts.

























1.44 0.20 3.44 0.76 8.79 20.05 23.63
Forbes
1.51 0.05 3.08 0.71 7.98 21.72 24.31
FT
2.29 0.07 2.44 0.48 7.42 16.79 18.72
CNN
4.92 0.00 2.28 0.60 8.04 23.63 25.79
BBC
4.43 0.02 3.46 0.74 8.34 23.39 26.16
DW
4.97 0.08 3.01 0.57 6.63 22.51 25.20
Guardian
3.13 0.26 2.79 0.55 8.00 21.50 25.17
NY Times
4.12 0.14 2.83 0.69 6.62 19.11 22.14
Mirror
0.95 0.00 1.43 0.48 9.53 19.53 22.87
NY Daily
2.67 0.16 1.78 0.32 5.75 14.41 17.81
NY Post
2.58 0.47 3.34 0.85 8.46 21.90 26.08
Daily Mail
3.39 0.20 3.01 0.70 8.02 20.61 23.02
Financial
2.05* 0.08 2.68 0.56 7.70 17.99* 20.25*
Mainstream
3.99** 0.15 2.90 0.64 7.25 20.83** 23.95**
Tabloid
3.15 0.23 2.92 0.69 7.90 20.21 23.02
All
publications
7.55 0.13 0.61 2.98 2.80 19.42 22.10
In the table above we can also see that there is a significant difference in the use 
of the third person singular subjective (χ²=264.88 (df=11), p<0.01), which seem to be
most frequent in the mainstream publications. So, in addition to using the most 
proper nouns, which include names of countries, politicians and companies, 
mainstream publications also seem to use the most pronouns. The financial 
publications again appeared to use these pronouns the least. That, together with the 
fact that they employed the least proper nouns, might imply that the  focus in their 
stories is on the issues rather than the people.
Another facet of pronouns is the use of gender-specific third person pronouns, 
presented in the table below:
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Economist 1.02 1.15 0.15 2.32 0.42 0.31 0.73 20.05
Forbes 1.30 0.54 0.02 1.86 0.21 0.06 0.27 21.72
FT 1.98 0.96 0.05 2.99 0.31 0.17 0.48 16.79
CNN 3.72 1.08 0.00 4.80 1.20 0.36 1.56 23.63
BBC 3.64 0.88 0.02 4.54 0.79 0.27 1.06 23.39
DW 3.84 1.27 0.08 5.19 1.13 0.57 1.70 22.51
Guardian 2.65 1.31 0.22 4.18 0.48 0.35 0.83 21.50
NY Times 3.61 0.96 0.12 4.69 0.51 0.39 0.91 19.11
Mirror 0.95 0.48 0.00 1.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 19.53
NY Daily 2.35 0.57 0.16 3.08 0.32 0.00 0.32 14.41
NY Post 2.35 1.32 0.42 4.09 0.23 0.19 0.42 21.90
Daily Mail 2.70 0.98 0.11 3.78 0.68 0.51 1.19 20.61
Financial 1.74* 0.92 0.06 2.73* 0.31* 0.17* 0.48* 17.99*
Mainstream 3.36** 1.10 0.13 4.59** 0.63** 0.39 1.02** 20.83**
Tabloid 2.58 0.98 0.16 3.73 0.56 0.40** 0.96 20.21
All
publications 2.51 1.00 0.10 3.61 0.47 0.29 0.76 19.42
The table above shows that the use of the masculine personal pronouns is 
considerably more frequent than that of the feminine pronouns, the vast majority of 
which seem to refer to one specific person, the German Chancellor Angela Merkel. 
There were also references to Christine Lagarde, the French minister of Finance at 
that time. In all the publication types, the ratio of male/female gender specific 
pronouns was roughly 4/1, meaning that references to males were roughly four times 
as frequent. Whether the lack of a female presence in the news says something about 
the debt crisis, the world of international politics, or the news media, is up for debate.
4.1.3 Verbs
Verbs form the syntactic core of a clause and are subsequently also the second most 
frequent word class in the corpus. Together with the nouns and pronouns they 
construct a news story's narrative, describing what has occurred and the actions taken
by individuals. As mentioned before in chapter 2.1.1, they are also generally more 
frequent in the registers of conversation and fiction and occur less frequently in 
academic and news registers.
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11.24 19.54 11.55 20.43 15.00 33.48 13.24 38.20 21.73 177.62
Forbes
11.93 16.30 17.37 17.48 17.60 27.30 14.23 35.33 17.22 171.41
FT
9.79 15.10 23.94 21.02 15.91 28.23 9.21 30.55 19.03 166.74
CNN
13.80 13.32 25.55 21.11 16.67 32.27 10.80 33.59 21.71 184.74
BBC
11.49 18.33 20.17 25.68 15.95 34.37 11.16 36.01 23.17 191.91
DW
11.13 15.03 21.58 22.03 15.88 32.07 11.15 33.20 22.47 177.16
Guardian
11.42 15.77 18.36 24.46 17.38 30.58 11.07 34.14 20.41 180.49
NY Times
9.23 15.08 25.92 20.33 17.11 29.86 12.26 29.07 20.10 173.75
Mirror
13.34 14.29 29.54 20.49 17.63 28.59 11.91 33.35 16.20 178.18
NY Daily
10.04 13.36 31.17 20.81 21.30 29.39 10.04 27.77 19.76 175.63
NY Post
10.29 15.37 29.84 20.53 20.35 30.97 11.79 30.17 18.84 182.41
Daily Mail
8.43 17.32 25.49 22.31 17.79 30.92 11.78 34.33 20.24 183.67
Financial
10.31 15.91 21.20* 20.41* 16.03* 28.84* 10.52* 32.35 19.15* 168.98*
Mainstream
10.47 15.61 22.49 22.38** 16.89 30.92** 11.61 31.97 20.87** 178.47
Tabloid
8.98 16.56 26.83** 21.84 18.55** 30.74 11.62** 32.99 19.90 182.59**
All
publications
10.20 15.88 22.46 21.40 16.71 29.93 11.11 32.28 19.94 174.60
Interestingly, tabloid publications showed a significantly higher frequency of 
verbs  (χ²=161.56 (df=11), p<0.01), while finance publications showed the lowest 
frequencies. This might suggest that the tabloids have a more informal, 
conversational style than the other text types. It might also suggest that finance 
publications have longer clauses and sentences containing other linguistic material.  
However, tabloids also seem to have slightly higher frequencies of infinitive markers 
(χ²=31.21 (df=11), p<0.01) and base forms of lexical verbs (χ²=25.82 (df=11), 
p<0.01). This together with their slightly more frequent use of modal auxiliaries 
might mean that tabloids use more complex verb constructions, which would result in
more verbs in a single sentence.
In order to see whether the frequency of verbs in the different types of 
publications is affected by the average length of sentences and clauses, we can look 
at the use of punctuation in the corpus. The more punctuation marks there are for 
every 1000 words, the shorter the sentences should consequently be.
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Table 9: Occurrence of punctuation in the corpus







Economist 45.56 0.73 0.20 0.02 1.39 0.02 47.92
Forbes 45.08 4.05 0.30 0.09 2.46 0.00 51.99
FT 41.61 2.91 0.22 0.01 1.97 0.01 46.72
CNN 40.19 8.40 0.00 0.00 2.64 0.00 51.22
BBC 46.31 4.68 0.76 0.67 1.80 0.02 54.25
DW 42.07 5.92 0.16 0.00 1.94 0.06 50.15
Guardian 39.78 3.81 0.88 0.00 2.36 0.04 46.86
NY Times 42.58 2.92 0.08 0.00 1.38 0.01 46.97
Mirror 46.69 3.33 3.33 0.00 9.05 0.00 62.41
NY Daily 42.83 8.58 0.16 0.00 2.27 0.32 54.17
NY Post 44.54 7.94 4.32 0.00 2.82 0.23 59.86
Daily Mail 41.86 3.50 3.07 0.01 2.86 0.18 51.49
Financial 42.68 2.76* 0.23 0.02 1.96 0.01* 47.67*
Mainstream 42.07 3.88 0.40* 0.08 1.81* 0.03 48.26
Tabloid 42.48 4.73** 3.00** 0.01 2.90** 0.20** 53.32**
All
publications
42.41 3.47 0.66 0.04 2.03 0.04 48.65
As the above table shows, there seem to be no significant differences in the 
occurrence of full stops, but the tabloids do appear to employ significantly more 
commas (χ²=141.69 (df=11), p<0.01), colons (χ²=1226.49 (df=11), p<0.01), as well 
as question marks (χ²=57.75 (df=11), p<0.01) and exclamation marks (χ²=91.85 
(df=11), p<0.01). The overall frequency of punctuation is highest in tabloids and 
lowest in the finance publications. This seems to imply that sentences and clauses are
indeed shorter in the tabloids and longer in the other publication types, especially 
finance publications.
Another aspect of verbs is their use of active and passive constructions. This is a 
major factor in terms of the assignment of blame. The use of passive voice 
constructions allows the writer to conceal the roles of the different actors in the news 
story and to draw the audience's attention to something else instead.  The passive 
voice is formed by combining different forms of the verb 'be' and the past participle 
of a lexical verb, making it somewhat easy to gauge the prevalence of the 
construction in the different text types.
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Economist 2.63 0.90 1.49 0.93 0.64 0.45 0.74 7.78
Forbes 1.77 0.44 1.03 0.86 0.70 0.50 0.36 5.65
FT 2.74 0.83 1.24 1.13 0.63 0.65 0.46 7.67
CNN 1.32 1.20 1.44 0.72 0.72 0.84 0.48 6.72
BBC 2.79 1.57 1.03 1.24 0.76 0.63 0.74 8.77
DW 2.81 0.69 1.37 1.25 0.89 0.69 0.44 8.14
Guardian 2.29 1.56 1.34 1.35 0.53 0.40 0.84 8.32
NY Times 2.27 0.81 0.92 1.10 0.59 0.58 0.38 6.65
Mirror 2.86 0.48 0.00 3.33 0.48 1.43 0.48 9.05
NY Daily 1.38 0.49 1.30 0.81 0.49 1.54 0.65 6.64
NY Post 1.64 0.66 0.61 1.69 0.38 1.08 0.42 6.48
Daily Mail 2.58 1.25 1.22 1.19 0.73 0.73 0.57 8.27
Financial 2.58 0.78* 1.24 1.06 0.64 0.60 0.49 7.39
Mainstream 2.38 1.11** 1.13 1.20 0.64 0.55 0.56 7.58
Tabloid 2.31 1.06 1.11 1.27 0.64 0.87 0.55 7.83
All
publications
2.47 0.95 1.18 1.14 0.64 0.62 0.53 7.52
As the table above shows, there were few significant differences in the use of 
these constructions. Only the passive form featuring the word 'been', the past 
participle of 'be', showed a significant difference between the different types of 
publications, occurring slightly more often in the mainstream publications (χ²=25.11 
(df=11), p<0.01). This result seems to indicate that there was no readily apparent 
trend in any particular publication type to try and obfuscate active roles in the crisis. 
As can be seen below, the passive voice was used in all manner of contexts:
'Three bank workers , one of them pregnant , were killed yesterday as protests by up 
to 100,000 Greeks against spending cuts turned deadly.' (Daily Mail, 6 May, 2010)
'That recommendation was rebuffed because finance ministers did not want anyone 
looking over their shoulders.' (Guardian, 2 April 2010)
'But its success in raising money from bond sales was darkened by the continuing 
high interest rates markets were demanding to hold Greek debt.' (New York Times, 20
March 2010)
'Greece was condemned by the European Commission yesterday for falsifying data 
about its public finances and allowing political pressures to obstruct the collection of
accurate statistics.' (Financial Times, 13 January, 2010)
Yet another way to shift blame is through the use of necessity modalities, which 
can be used by a writer to present someone as an unwilling participant or even a 
victim.
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Table 11: Occurrence of necessity modalities in the corpus
[have] to [be] forced to [have] no choice must [be] necessary to
All necessity
modalities
Economist 1.4 0.1 0.0 0.8 0.1 2.4
Forbes 0.7 0.1 0.0 0.4 0.1 1.3
FT 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.6
CNN 0.6 0.2 0.0 0.5 0.1 1.4
BBC 1.2 0.3 0.0 1.0 0.1 2.6
DW 1.3 0.2 0.0 0.9 0.0 2.4
Guardian 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.5 0.1 1.8
NY Times 1.0 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.1 1.9
Mirror 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.4 0.0 1.9
NY Daily 0.9 0.2 0.1 1.0 0.1 2.3
NY Post 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.0 1.3
Daily Mail 0.9 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.1 1.8
Financial 0.9 0.1 0.0 0.5 0.1 1.7
Mainstream 1.1 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.1 2.0
Tabloid 0.8 0.2 0.0 0.7 0.1 1.8
All publications 0.96 0.17 0.01 0.60 0.06 1.81
Again, as the table above shows, there were no significant differences in their use
between the different publication types. Of course, the context in which these phrases
occur is much more relevant than the frequency of the phrases themselves. I will be 
looking at their use in context in greater detail in chapter 4.3.1.
4.1.4 Prepositions
Prepositions are a closed word class and are used as function words. They were the 
third most frequent class of words in the corpus, after nouns and verbs. Unlike lexical
words, they have seemingly very little to do with expressing stance, but they are used
in many complex structures and, as mentioned in chapter 2.1, traditionally appear 
much more frequently in academic prose and editorials, which makes them yet 
another register feature worth investigating. 
CLAWS automatically provides tags for some of the most common English 
prepositions, namely 'for', 'of', and 'with' or 'without'. Other prepositions were tagged 
under the category of general prepositions.
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Table 12: Occurrence of prepositions tagged by CLAWS in the corpus




63.79 9.93 26.90 5.63 106.25
Forbes
71.93 8.87 24.44 5.47 110.72
FT
75.46 9.17 24.81 5.65 115.09
CNN
64.66 8.52 22.79 5.28 101.25
BBC
69.27 8.73 22.00 5.02 105.01
DW
67.78 10.59 21.82 5.21 105.40
Guardian
68.35 8.43 25.72 6.72 109.21
NY Times
72.31 9.71 26.03 5.46 113.50
Mirror
76.23 5.24 24.77 6.19 112.43
NY Daily
72.71 9.15 22.11 5.43 109.39
NY Post
65.69 8.18 23.07 6.06 103.00
Daily Mail
71.18 8.13 24.55 5.55 109.40
Financial
73.27** 9.24 25.05 5.62 113.18**
Mainstream
70.06* 9.31 24.87 5.74 109.99
Tabloid
70.50 8.19 24.07 5.63 108.39*
All
publications
71.61 9.13 24.85 5.67 111.26
The occurrences of the prepositions 'for', 'of' and 'with'/'without was for the most 
part quite similar in all publication types. The significant differences lay in the 
overall use of prepositions (χ²=30.19 (df=11), p<0.01), especially in the group of 
general prepositions  (χ²=32.65 (df=11), p<0.01). Overall, the financial publications 
employed prepositions most frequently, while tabloids employed them the least. On 
the other hand, general prepositions were used least by the mainstream publications. 
To find out where these differences come from, we can look at some of the most 
frequent general prepositions, which are presented below:
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Economist 18.43 11.42 7.66 7.04 4.56 3.61 2.08 1.77 1.22 1.08
Forbes 20.70 13.86 9.48 4.34 4.99 4.40 2.21 1.21 1.51 1.45
FT 21.04 13.54 9.71 7.63 4.67 5.10 2.83 1.67 1.60 1.72
CNN 18.47 9.60 7.32 6.84 5.04 4.44 3.48 1.32 1.68 0.72
BBC 17.68 11.36 10.48 6.36 4.30 5.92 2.18 1.78 1.35 1.28
DW 19.40 11.19 11.72 5.07 4.59 3.66 2.51 1.39 2.04 0.83
Guardian 19.23 12.39 7.86 6.31 4.62 4.40 2.53 1.36 1.55 1.66
NY Times 21.04 12.20 9.62 6.10 5.25 4.55 1.95 1.93 1.58 1.21
Mirror 12.86 14.77 5.24 7.15 6.19 6.67 4.29 1.91 1.43 2.38
NY Daily 18.38 12.55 10.12 5.99 5.43 4.45 2.11 1.46 1.62 1.38
NY Post 17.10 13.25 6.53 6.16 4.65 4.09 1.97 1.22 1.55 1.03
Daily Mail 18.25 13.08 7.65 6.69 4.44 5.07 2.75 1.22 1.45 1.83
Financial 20.62** 13.28** 9.38 7.06** 4.70 4.79 2.63 1.62 1.53 1.59
Mainstrea
m 19.86 11.97* 9.42** 6.08* 4.86 4.54 2.25 1.66 1.61 1.29
Tabloid 17.98* 13.09 7.66* 6.54 4.60 4.87 2.59 1.26 1.48 1.66
All
publication
s 19.96 12.73 9.17 6.59 4.75 4.70 2.47 1.59 1.56 1.48
The first four general preposition on the list show significant differences in their 
frequency between the different publication types: the prepositions 'in' (χ²=34.97 
(df=11), p<0.01), 'to' (χ²=29.44 (df=11), p<0.01), and 'by' (χ²=30.66 (df=11), p<0.01) 
are all most frequently used in the finance publications. The preposition 'on' 
(χ²=36.58 (df=11), p<0.01) appears most often in the mainstream and finance 
publications.
Why these particular general prepositions show such a distinct difference is not 
immediately clear. They might be used in phrases such as 'in addition', 'according to', 
or 'based on', which were all quite frequent in the corpus. Whether there are 
significant differences in the use of such metadiscourse markers will be further dealt 
with in chapter 4.4.
4.1.5 Adverbs
Adverbs, as words denoting how and in what way things are done, are a word class 
that is particularly suited for expressing stance. For example, attitude markers, such 
as 'admittedly', boosters, such as 'actually' or 'clearly', or hedges, such as 'typically' 
are all examples of adverbs. They can also be used by a writer to state their opinion 
about a situation that has been handled 'very poorly' or 'fairly well', for example.
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Economist 0.31 7.78 1.95 6.21 37.68 3.78 58.88
Forbes 1.12 6.03 2.03 6.64 32.55 3.25 52.43
FT 2.11 5.58 1.30 5.38 27.24 2.96 44.99
CNN 1.32 4.44 1.92 6.48 26.27 1.32 41.99
BBC 1.91 6.21 1.73 6.03 27.71 3.13 46.89
DW 0.24 5.33 1.50 5.11 24.92 2.47 40.05
Guardian 1.83 5.77 1.88 5.82 28.14 4.85 48.56
NY Times 0.66 6.47 1.68 5.14 28.25 2.67 45.39
Mirror 0.00 5.24 1.91 7.15 20.96 8.10 43.35
NY Daily 0.89 5.34 1.30 5.99 22.27 2.83 38.62
NY Post 3.81 5.64 1.64 7.19 28.85 5.54 53.00
Daily Mail 1.87 5.65 1.78 7.10 26.54 5.74 48.94
Financial 1.71 5.96 1.50 5.68 29.51** 3.12* 48.07
Mainstream 1.11* 6.05 1.73 5.47* 27.69 3.31 45.74*
Tabloid 2.07** 5.61 1.71 7.01** 26.42* 5.47** 48.53**
All
publications 1.51 5.95 1.62 5.77 28.37 3.51 47.19
As can be seen in the table above, there were significant differences in the 
occurrence of adverbs after a nominal head (χ²=79.88 (df=11), p<0.01), prepositional 
adverb particles (χ²=40.82 (df=11), p<0.01), general adverbs (χ²=44.14 (df=11), 
p<0.01), quasi-nominal adverbs of time (χ²=164.35 (df=11), p<0.01), and adverbs 
overall (χ²=29.72 (df=11), p<0.01). The general adverbs include words denoting 
quantity, such as 'much' and 'less', the manner of doing things, such as 'peacefully' 
and 'simply',  as well as words denoting time, such as 'soon' or 'earlier'. Many of them
are derived from adjectives and as the table above shows, they covered over half of 
all the adverbs in the corpus.
The general adverbs were most prevalent in finance and least prevalent in the 
tabloids, whereas the other types of adverbs showed higher frequencies in the tabloid 
publications. Especially the more frequent use of adverbs such as 'now' or 'tomorrow'
in the tabloids is interesting, and suggests that tabloid publications may emphasize 
the here and now, whereas the finance publications, and even the mainstream 
publications, may view events over a longer timespan.
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4.1.6 Adjectives
Like adverbs, adjectives, such as 'noble' or 'immoral', can be used to show social 
approval and disapproval and thus the writer's stance. While not all adjectives are 
necessarily attitudinal, descriptive language with a high occurrence of adjectives 
might still be indicative of a higher frequency of expressions of stance.
Table 15: Occurrence of adjectives in the corpus
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89.93 4.85 1.22 98.47 2.03 0.43
Forbes
85.68 3.75 1.45 93.11 1.78 0.44
FT
90.44 3.60 1.99 97.86 1.51 0.31
CNN
84.57 3.00 1.20 90.57 1.32 0.48
BBC
77.28 2.86 1.64 83.73 1.62 0.34
DW
85.21 2.40 1.43 90.71 1.45 0.20
Guardian
83.01 3.03 2.05 90.06 1.63 0.34
NY Times
86.93 3.19 1.62 93.53 1.47 0.33
Mirror
64.32 0.95 2.38 68.60 0.95 0.00
NY Daily
81.94 3.24 2.35 89.07 1.46 0.08
NY Post
79.55 2.87 1.74 86.65 2.21 0.28
Daily Mail
83.43 2.22 2.23 89.44 1.39 0.17
Financial
89.67** 3.80** 1.80 97.25** 1.63 0.35
Mainstream
84.41 3.00 1.71 90.98 1.53 0.32
Tabloid
82.32* 2.41* 2.16 88.60* 1.52 0.18
All
publications
86.58 3.30 1.82 93.58 1.57 0.32
The table above shows that there were significant differences in the occurrence of
adjectives overall (χ²=127.09 (df=11), p<0.01), but especially the general adjectives 
(χ²=97.70 (df=11), p<0.01) as well as the comparative forms (χ²=76.27 (df=11), 
p<0.01). The financial publications employed significantly more adjectives than the 
other publication types and that the tabloids employed them the least. The 
superlative, as well as 'after determiners', such as 'more' and 'less', or 'most' and 
'least', do not show any significant difference in their occurrences between the 
different publication types.
Some of the most frequent adjectives, such as 'Greek' (χ²=40.12 (df=11), p<0.01),
'private' (χ²=26.10 (df=11), p<0.01), 'fiscal' (χ²=121.24 (df=11), p<0.01), and 
'sovereign' (χ²=106.29 (df=11), p<0.01), seem to be used significantly more often in 
the finance publications. However, none of these words seem like attitudinal 
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adjectives and as such do not imply any kind of stance, but seem to be mainly used to
specify the topics of discussion. Whether a similar distribution can still be seen in 
more value-laden adjectives will be studied further in chapter 4.2, which will deal 
with the use of positive and negative words.
Another matter related to adjective use is the occurrence of the words 'than' and 
'as', which are generally conjunctions used in comparisons, such as in the sentences 
below:
'Greece's national debt is now bigger than the country's economy'. (CNN, 26 March 
2010)
'Greece,  which  has  spent  half  its  existence  as  an  independent  nation  in  
default,  magically  becomes  almost  as  creditworthy  as  Germany.'  (Financial 
Times, 28 June 2010)




Economist 3.02 2.93 5.95
Forbes 2.27 2.60 4.87
FT 2.01 3.43 5.44
CNN 2.64 3.36 6.00
BBC 2.29 2.41 4.70
DW 1.64 2.75 4.38
Guardian 1.80 3.52 5.33
NY Times 1.79 3.18 4.97
Mirror 1.43 3.81 5.24
NY Daily 1.54 2.83 4.37
NY Post 2.30 3.20 5.50
Daily Mail 1.60 3.90 5.51
Financial 2.20 3.24 5.43
Mainstream 1.85 3.14 4.99
Tabloid 1.71 3.68 5.39
All publications 1.99 3.26 5.25
The above table does not show any significant differences between the 
publication types in the use of either of these words or in their use overall. However, 
as we can see in the example sentences below, these comparison words often co-
occur with numbers and percentages:
'GDP grew by an annual average of less than 1% between 2001 and 2008...' 
(Economist, 29 April, 2010)
'The Norwegian company 's shares have surged more than 430 per cent since January
2009 .'  (Financial Times, 5 May 2010)
Looking at the occurrence of percentages we do get some results:
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Table 17: Words and symbols denoting percentages in the corpus
'per cent' 'percent' 'percentage' '%' All forms
Economist
0.05 0.14 0.40 4.08 4.66
Forbes
0.00 0.44 0.21 7.89 8.54
FT
7.19 0.03 0.44 0.02 7.68
CNN
0.12 3.24 0.36 0.24 3.96
BBC
0.00 0.00 0.07 6.39 6.45
DW
0.04 2.61 0.06 0.00 2.71
Guardian
0.02 0.02 0.18 3.98 4.19
NY Times
0.01 4.48 0.44 0.01 4.93
Mirror
0.00 0.00 0.00 1.43 1.43
NY Daily
0.00 4.70 0.65 0.24 5.59
NY Post
0.00 4.09 0.14 0.23 4.46
Daily Mail
1.81 0.29 0.18 1.50 3.78
Financial
5.11** 0.10* 0.40** 1.75 7.38**
Mainstream
0.02* 2.39** 0.27 1.90** 4.58
Tabloid
1.30 1.34 0.22* 1.16* 4.03*
All
publications
2.6 1.2 0.3 1.7 5.8
The table above displays significant differences in the use of  'per cent' 
(χ²=4,448,905.67 (df=11), p<0.01), 'percent' (χ²=17,142,117.41 (df=11), p<0.01), 
'percentage' (χ²=238961.29 (df=11), p<0.01) and the percent sign '%' 
(χ²=9,816,940.31 (df=11), p<0.01). There was also a significant difference in the 
overall use of all these forms (χ²=76,761,693.02 (df=11), p<0.01).
The tabloids used 'per cent' and 'percent' in almost equal measure. The British 
Mirror had no occurrences of either form, but the other UK publication, The Daily 
Mail, favoured 'per cent'. The American New York Daily News and the New York Post
employed 'percent'.
The mainstream publications were slightly different, in that neither the Guardian 
nor the BBC used either one of the word forms, instead opting for the use of the 
percent sign '%', while the CNN, Deutsche Welle and New York Times all employed 
'percent'.
Looking at all the individual financial publications shows that while the 
Financial Times did employ 'per cent' significantly more than all the other 
publications, neither the Economist or Forbes did. Instead, they too use the percent 
sign '%'.
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There is a lot of variety in the different notations, but the overall use of the words 
and symbols denoting percentages is highest in the financial publications, implying 
that the financial publications discuss financial and economic developments, such as 
stock prices, in greater detail or more frequently than the other publications on 
average, which is not terribly surprising.
4.2 Stance taking and word choices
As made quite apparent in the previous sections, word classes by themselves say very
little about the actual content or views presented in the articles. They do not show 
whether the words used in the articles are negative or positive, nor do they show 
what or who they refer to. To get more relevant results we need to look at the actual 
word choices in the texts. Traditionally, corpus linguistic studies have concentrated 
on just a few different, possibly synonymous words and the ways in which a writer 
chooses to use one or the other in any given situation, but for this study the 
frequencies of thousands of different words and phrases were documented and then 
categorised into various semantic and functional groups.
As mentioned before, bad news are generally more likely to make the headlines 
than good news. Even when reporting on a global crisis, it is still up to the news 
publications to choose whether to focus on the negative or the positive aspects of a 
news story. The word choices the publications employ can thus be very revealing. 
For example, when talking of the unrest in Greece, as well as in other countries 
touched by the crisis, the publications could choose to use the a number of different 
words. As an example, we can compare the use of the words 'protest', 'riot', and 
'demonstration' and their various lemmas and related verbs and nouns in the different 
publications. The words 'protest' and 'demonstration', are fairly neutral and may even 
be used interchangeably, whereas 'riot' generally has a more negative connotation, 
implying illegal acts and scenes of carnage and destruction. Of the two more neutral 
words, 'demonstration' is the more generic one, and can also be used in a number of 
other contexts not related to dissent or citizen unrest.
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Table 18: Occurrence of 'demonstrate' and related word forms
'demonstrate(-s, -d)' 'demonstrating' 'demonstration(s)' 'demonstrator(s)' All related forms
Economist 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.14
Forbes 0.09 0.00 0.09 0.03 0.21
FT 0.07 0.02 0.10 0.03 0.22
CNN 0.00 0.12 0.84 0.12 1.08
BBC 0.07 0.04 0.22 0.13 0.47
DW 0.06 0.00 0.18 0.14 0.38
Guardian 0.06 0.00 0.25 0.11 0.42
NY Times 0.06 0.01 0.10 0.10 0.27
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.48 0.95
NY Daily 0.16 0.00 0.73 0.49 1.38
NY Post 0.19 0.00 0.19 0.28 0.66
Daily Mail 0.13 0.01 0.17 0.05 0.37
Financial 0.07 0.01 0.09 0.03 0.21*
Mainstream 0.06 0.01 0.18 0.11 0.37
Tabloid 0.14 0.01 0.23 0.14 0.52**
All
publications 0.08 0.01 0.15 0.08 0.31
As can be seen in the table above, there were no noticeable differences in any of 
the individual words by themselves, but there was a significant difference in their use
overall (χ²=38.06 (df=11), p<0.01). 'Demonstration' and its related word forms were 
used most by the tabloids, while in the financial publications they were much less 
frequent. The form that appeared most often was the noun form 'demonstration', such 
as in the sentences below:
'The program has led to widespread demonstrations and strikes across Greece.' 
(Deutsche Welle, 7 May, 2010)
'They also saw the pictures of the violent demonstrations in Athens.... '(Deutsche 
Welle, 24 June, 2010)
This and other related word forms also appeared in more general contexts, such 
as those below:
'Agreement on rescue for Greece " will be a demonstration of Europe 's force...''' 
(New York Daily News, 7 May, 2010)
'...it does at least demonstrate that Greece is prepared....' (Guardian, 24 June, 2010)
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Table 19: Occurrence of 'protest' and related word forms







Economist 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.20 0.06 0.31
Forbes 0.11 0.02 0.06 0.11 0.03 0.33
FT 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.19 0.07 0.36
CNN 0.12 0.12 0.36 1.68 0.36 2.76
BBC 0.09 0.00 0.02 0.81 0.29 1.28
DW 0.30 0.04 0.08 0.55 0.30 1.35
Guardian 0.12 0.04 0.06 0.64 0.25 1.16
NY Times 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.21 0.09 0.47
Mirror 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 1.91
NY Daily 0.65 0.00 0.16 1.54 0.73 3.08
NY Post 0.19 0.00 0.05 0.66 0.33 1.32
Daily Mail 0.10 0.03 0.02 0.63 0.39 1.20
Financial 0.07 0.01 0.02 0.18* 0.06* 0.35*
Mainstream 0.11 0.03 0.06 0.48 0.20 0.93
Tabloid 0.18 0.02 0.04 0.71** 0.41** 1.41**
All
publications 0.10 0.02 0.04 0.37 0.16 0.72
The table above shows the use of the word 'protest' and its related forms. There 
were significant differences in the overall use of the word forms (χ²=195.74 (df=11), 
p<0.01), but also the individual word and lemma of 'protest(s)' (χ²=95.43 (df=11), 
p<0.01) and 'protestor(s)'/'protester(s)' (χ²=82.20 (df=11), p<0.01). Words related to 
'protest' were again most frequent in the tabloids and least frequent in the finance 
publications. The words mainly appeared in the specific context of mobs of people 
taking to the streets, and not in the broader sense of general objection. Out of the 
three groups of words, 'protest' and its related forms were also the most frequent 
word choice in the corpus overall. Some examples of their use are presented below:
'"Protests are a way of life here. It 's the way people vent[.]"' (CNN, 13 May, 2010)
'Leftist protesters roughed up Panagopoulos as he addressed a rally.' (New York Daily
News, 11 March, 2010)
'Trade unions plan noisy protests this week , which could damage the cross-party 
consensus and voter support that Mr Papandreou has enjoyed so far.' (Financial 
Times, 7 February, 2010)
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Table 20: Occurrence of 'riot' and related word forms
'riot(s)' VERB 'rioted' 'rioting' 'riot(s)' NOUN 'rioter(s)'
All related
forms
Economist 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.17
Forbes 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.11 0.02 0.17
FT 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.00 0.08
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12
BBC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.22 0.04 0.27
DW 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.24 0.10 0.36
Guardian 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.22 0.02 0.20
NY Times 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.02 0.08
Mirror 0.48 0.00 0.95 0.95 0.00 2.38
NY Daily 0.08 0.24 0.00 0.65 0.08 1.05
NY Post 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.38 0.28 0.80
Daily Mail 0.05 0.00 0.08 0.37 0.15 0.65
Financial 0.00 0.00 0.01* 0.09* 0.00* 0.10*
Mainstream 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.15 0.04 0.17
Tabloid 0.05** 0.03** 0.09** 0.41** 0.16** 0.74**
All
publications 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.16 0.04 0.21
As the above table shows, all the words related to 'riot' showed significant 
differences, including the word 'riot(s)' used as a verb (χ²=28.16 (df=11), p<0.01), its 
past tense form 'rioted' (χ²=26.25 (df=11), p<0.01), 'rioting' (χ²=33.06 (df=11), 
p<0.01), 'riot(s)' in its noun form (χ²=64.46 (df=11), p<0.01), and 'rioter' (χ²=66.52 
(df=11), p<0.01). The occurrences of all the word forms related to rioting are again 
most frequent in the tabloids and least frequent in the financial publications. The 
examples below show different aspects of the use of the word:
'They choked to death in the inferno caused by a rioter 's petrol bomb.' (BBC, 6 May,
2010)
'"The riots are part of the game , its part of the process."' (Deutsche Welle, 31 March,
2010)
'...anti-austerity riots ... have dealt a blow to the country's biggest industry at a time 
when its contribution to the economy is more important than ever.' (Financial Times,
2 August, 2010)
The different publications naturally have different areas of emphasis and judging 
from the figures in this chapter, the tabloids seem to have devoted comparatively 
much more space to covering the unrest, while the financial publications seem to 
have dedicated their time and space to different facets of the crisis. All three groups 
of words are most frequent in the tabloids and least frequent in the finance 
publications. All the publication types preferred the use of the term 'protest' and its 
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related forms over the two other possibilities, but out of the two remaining sets of 
words, the finance and mainstream publications opted for the use of the more neutral 
'demonstration' and its related forms, while the tabloids preferred the words related to
'riot'.
One could draw the conclusion that compared to the other publication types, the 
tabloids have focused on the the more violent and shocking aspects of the ongoing 
crisis, and have used the words that most underline these aspects. This would be in a 
way understandable, as rioting on the streets is the most noticeable aspect of the story
to the reading public and provides good solid facts, eye witness accounts, casualties 
and property damage to report on.
To find out whether this was just an individual case, or whether there was a clear 
trend to use more negativity in tabloid publications, I compiled a list of words, some 
with distinctly negative connotations and others with positive ones, and counted their
occurrences in the different publications.
Many of the connotations are strictly context-bound and may mean very different 
things in different situations, so the usage of a certain single word might not 
necessarily imply a more negative or positive outlook.
As the word types were also picked by hand out of the thousands of word types 
present in the texts, the list is by no means conclusive, but it should give some 
interesting results in any case. For the grouping of the words I used Martin's (2000) 
existing classification of words relating to affect and appraisal. A comprehensive list 
of the search words used is provided in the appendix.
4.2.1 Affect
Affect relates to the expression of emotions, and the classification into the negative 
and the positive is generally quite clear. 'Satisfaction', 'happiness' and 'confidence' are
positive emotions, while 'anger', 'sadness' and 'fear' are negative. In the same way, the
acts of 'laughing' and 'loving' are expressions of positive emotions, while the acts 
'crying' and 'hating' are manifestations of emotions on the negative side of the scale.
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overall  Affect overall
Economist 0.03 3.32 0.70 2.06 2.53 8.63 21.84
Forbes 0.12 3.96 0.60 2.77 2.45 9.90 22.93
FT 0.03 2.61 0.68 2.66 1.65 7.62 19.22
CNN 0.12 3.36 0.24 0.84 1.56 6.12 18.59
BBC 0.04 2.27 0.61 2.41 1.62 6.95 19.90
DW 0.00 3.23 0.97 2.10 1.45 7.76 18.02
Guardian 0.17 2.63 0.52 2.32 1.70 7.33 19.45
NY Times 0.07 3.56 0.48 1.98 1.82 7.90 19.65
Mirror 0.00 2.38 0.00 2.38 1.43 6.19 24.77
NY Daily 0.16 3.16 0.16 2.35 1.13 6.96 23.00
NY Post 0.09 3.05 0.42 1.79 2.07 7.42 20.58
Daily Mail 0.10 2.49 0.53 2.50 2.02 7.64 22.30
Financial 0.04 2.91 0.67 2.59 1.89 8.10 20.14
Mainstream 0.09 3.09 0.56 2.12 1.71 7.57 19.39*
Tabloid 0.10 2.65 0.47 2.37 1.93 7.52 22.12**
All
publications
0.07 2.95 0.60 2.37 1.82 7.81 20.10
The table above shows that while there were significant differences in the 
occurrence of affect-related words overall (χ²=35.80 (df=11), p<0.01), there were no 
significant differences between the different publication types in the occurrence of 
any of the positive affect-related word categories. The appearance of positive affect-
related words was in other words quite similar all across the board.
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Economist 0.23 0.56 4.59 4.06 3.77 13.20 21.84
Forbes 0.20 0.44 5.37 3.81 3.22 13.03 22.93
FT 0.15 0.32 3.98 3.99 3.16 11.60 19.22
CNN 0.12 0.72 5.28 3.00 3.36 12.48 18.59
BBC 0.20 0.40 4.14 4.16 4.05 12.95 19.90
DW 0.12 0.61 3.74 3.03 2.77 10.27 18.02
Guardian 0.20 0.49 4.26 4.01 3.16 12.12 19.45
NY Times 0.16 0.43 4.20 3.12 3.85 11.75 19.65
Mirror 0.48 1.43 6.67 3.33 6.67 18.58 24.77
NY Daily 0.08 0.57 6.07 4.21 5.10 16.03 23.00
NY Post 0.38 0.75 4.79 3.34 3.90 13.16 20.58
Daily Mail 0.24 0.37 5.81 3.83 4.42 14.66 22.30
Financial 0.17 0.37 4.27 3.97 3.25* 12.04 20.14
Mainstream 0.17 0.47 4.17* 3.49 3.52 11.82* 19.39*
Tabloid 0.25 0.47 5.68** 3.77 4.44** 14.61** 22.12**
All
publications
0.18 0.42 4.42 3.75 3.52 12.29 20.10
The table above shows that there is already much more variance in the occurrence
of negative affect-related words, not only in the group of overall negative affect 
(χ²=65.24 (df=11), p<0.01) but also in the groups of 'unhappiness' (χ²=53.52 (df=11), 
p<0.01) and insecurity (χ²=39.75 (df=11), p<0.01). While the words relating to 
'dissatisfaction', or 'anger', appear in all the publication types in roughly the same 
proportion, words related to both 'unhappiness' and 'insecurity' were most prevalent 
in the tabloid publications, and least frequent in the mainstream and finance 
publications, respectively. Overall, negative affect was most prevalent in the tabloids 
and least frequent in the mainstream publications.
As noted before, words with positive connotations are generally less frequent and
more difficult to see. Such is the case here as well. Comparing the results in the two 
tables above, we see that of all the affect-related words that I included in my lists, the
positive ones are clearly in the minority. The fact that markers of negative affect were
clearly more frequent in all publication types than those of  positive affect is 
consistent with the idea of negativity as a selling point in the news media. 
While the financial crisis in itself is by and large a negative occurrence, the 
abundance of negative affect in the tabloid publications might suggest that the 
tabloids are especially eager to try to appeal to the broadest possible demographic by 
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using negativity and emotions as selling points. The words employed in the other 
types of publications, especially the financial publications, might not be as explicitly 
negative and might only have certain negative connotations in very specific contexts 
and to a much more limited readership.
4.2.2 Judgement
Words denoting judgement, the desirability of characteristics and the morality or the 
lack thereof of certain behaviours, might perhaps be the clearest examples of stance 
taking. For the most part, the words were fairly simple to classify into the positive 
and negative categories.



























Economist 3.49 7.59 10.32 21.40 2.25 6.82 9.07 30.47 49.66
Forbes 3.63 7.57 9.67 20.88 1.25 4.44 5.70 26.58 40.59
FT 3.66 6.90 9.02 19.58 1.36 4.40 5.77 25.35 39.78
CNN 2.52 6.48 7.20 16.19 1.44 4.56 6.00 22.19 39.11
BBC 2.81 6.88 9.63 19.32 1.10 4.45 5.56 24.87 39.65
DW 2.85 6.06 8.29 17.20 1.62 4.91 6.53 23.72 36.39
Guardian 3.34 6.83 10.37 20.54 1.52 4.80 6.32 26.86 45.05
NY Times 3.00 6.76 8.16 17.92 1.72 4.69 6.41 24.33 38.81
Mirror 1.91 2.86 5.72 10.48 0.48 4.76 5.24 15.72 35.25
NY Daily 2.02 4.53 7.45 14.01 1.46 4.94 6.40 20.40 39.43
NY Post 2.26 5.97 7.89 16.12 1.22 5.45 6.67 22.79 40.64
Daily Mail 2.61 6.77 9.84 19.23 1.43 4.25 5.68 24.90 42.86
Financial 3.63** 7.10 9.30 20.03** 1.47 4.75 6.23 26.26** 41.31
Mainstream 3.05 6.70 8.97 18.72 1.57 4.72 6.29 25.01 40.43
Tabloid 2.48* 6.36 9.22 18.06* 1.38 4.52 5.91 23.97* 42.04
All
publications 3.24 6.84 9.16 19.24 1.50 4.71 6.21 25.45 41.05
The table above shows a significance in the distribution of words relating to the 
aspect of positive normalcy (χ²=48.16 (df=11), p<0.01) as well as positive judgement
overall (χ²=25.69 (df=11), p<0.01) and positive esteem (χ²=25.84 (df=11), p<0.01). 
In all three cases, they are more frequent in the finance publications, and least 
frequent in the tabloids. One could infer, that in addition to employing negativity 
more than the other publications, the tabloids also seem to avoid positivity. None of 
the other subgroups of positive judgement show statistically significant differences 
one way or the other.
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Examples of positive esteem from the corpus are shown below with the positive 
words underlined:
'"A fair, strong and efficient state can overcome the current situation and open better 
avenues for Greece , " he said. ' (BBC, 3 February, 2010)
'”There has been a lot of encouraging talk on this issue from the government...”' 
(Financial Times, 3 May, 2010)
As always, context is crucial. This is exemplified in the sentences below:
'”The euro? It 's a great success,” says Mandy as Greece turmoil sends single 
currency into worst ever crisis.' (Daily Mail, 12 February, 2010)
'A shortage of competent bureaucrats makes it harder to ensure that any new targets 
are met.' (Economist, 4 March 2010)
In the first example, the publication is drawing attention to the irony of the 
quoted statement. In the other example, it is implied that there is a distinct lack of the
positive quality being referenced. The presence of structures such as these makes it 
difficult to draw any definitive conclusions on word frequencies alone.



























Economist 4.76 5.95 3.70 14.41 1.18 3.60 4.77 19.19 49.66
Forbes 3.02 5.62 3.02 11.67 0.82 1.53 2.34 14.01 40.59
FT 2.67 5.18 3.37 11.22 1.26 1.95 3.21 14.43 39.78
CNN 4.20 5.64 3.60 13.44 1.08 2.40 3.48 16.91 39.11
BBC 2.54 5.20 4.07 11.81 0.83 2.14 2.97 14.78 39.65
DW 2.30 3.74 3.05 9.09 1.25 2.32 3.58 12.67 36.39
Guardian 3.73 6.04 3.92 13.68 1.14 3.37 4.51 18.19 45.05
NY Times 2.88 4.68 3.68 11.24 1.27 1.98 3.24 14.48 38.81
Mirror 2.86 8.58 6.67 18.10 0.00 1.43 1.43 19.53 35.25
NY Daily 3.72 6.72 4.53 14.98 1.46 2.59 4.05 19.03 39.43
NY Post 3.76 5.22 3.38 12.36 1.46 4.04 5.50 17.86 40.64
Daily Mail 3.75 6.06 4.16 13.97 1.42 2.57 3.99 17.96 42.86
Financial 3.02 5.36 3.37 11.75* 1.19 2.12 3.31 15.05* 41.31
Mainstream 3.04 5.04 3.71 11.79 1.17 2.46 3.63 15.42 40.43
Tabloid 3.73 6.02 4.11 13.87** 1.41 2.80 4.20 18.07** 42.04
All
publications 3.13 5.32 3.60 12.05 1.21 2.35 3.56 15.60 41.05
The table above shows the negative words denoting judgement, and shows that 
there were significant differences in the overall category of negative esteem 
(χ²=40.66 (df=11), p<0.01), as well as in the overall category of negative judgement 
(χ²=59.49 (df=11), p<0.01). The distribution seems to be reversed from the previous 
positive categories, with the tabloids showing the highest frequencies of  words in the
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categories of negative normality, as well as negative esteem and judgement, and the 
finance publications showing the lowest frequencies in the same categories.
The lists I compiled and then used to search for words of judgement in the corpus
contained more negative word types than positive ones. In spite of this, when we 
compare the overall frequency of the positive and negative words, we can see that the
positive words are on average more frequent. This is somewhat surprising 
considering the already mentioned role of negativity as a selling point in the news 
media, as well as the results from the group of words related to affect in the previous 
chapter.
4.2.3 Appreciation
As mentioned before, the concept of appreciation, as defined by Martin (2000: 159-
160), concerns the attributed aesthetic value, consisting of five distinct properties: 
impact, quality, balance, and valuation. All five properties can be described with both
positive and negative words.





















Economist 0.73 1.22 0.48 0.73 1.22 4.39 10.80
Forbes 0.71 2.18 0.79 0.29 1.51 5.47 10.70
FT 0.70 1.30 0.41 0.26 1.21 3.88 9.05
CNN 0.48 0.60 0.24 0.12 0.60 2.04 8.16
BBC 0.58 0.90 0.20 0.25 1.26 3.19 8.30
DW 0.38 0.87 0.22 0.24 0.89 2.61 7.07
Guardian 0.60 1.02 0.24 0.24 1.29 3.39 8.87
NY Times 0.53 0.84 0.39 0.21 1.32 3.29 8.51
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95 0.95 6.19
NY Daily 0.49 0.24 0.00 0.24 0.97 1.94 4.62
NY Post 0.52 0.61 0.23 0.23 1.32 2.91 9.07
Daily Mail 0.61 1.14 0.22 0.30 1.15 3.41 8.96
Financial 0.70 1.42** 0.48** 0.33 1.26 4.19** 9.54**
Mainstream 0.54 0.90* 0.30 0.22 1.23 3.19 8.40*
Tabloid 0.57 0.95 0.20* 0.28 1.16 3.15* 8.52
All
publications 0.62 1.15 0.37 0.28 1.24 3.65 8.9
As the table above shows, there is a significant difference in the occurrence of 
positive words denoting both positive quality (χ²=54.13 (df=11), p<0.01) and positive
balance (χ²=29.75 (df=11), p<0.01), as well as positive appreciation overall (χ²=66.76
(df=11), p<0.01). The first two word groups occur most often in the finance 
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publications, and least often in the mainstream and tabloid publications respectively. 
A similar phenomenon can be seen in the overall distribution of positive appreciation,
which is most frequent in the finance publications and least frequent in the tabloids.





















Economist 0.56 0.93 3.58 0.48 0.87 6.42 10.80
Forbes 0.36 0.88 2.99 0.42 0.57 5.23 10.70
FT 0.40 0.72 3.01 0.30 0.74 5.17 9.05
CNN 0.36 1.20 4.20 0.00 0.36 6.12 8.16
BBC 0.36 0.54 3.49 0.20 0.52 5.11 8.30
DW 0.14 0.67 2.93 0.26 0.46 4.47 7.07
Guardian 0.39 0.97 2.89 0.37 0.86 5.48 8.87
NY Times 0.34 0.82 3.09 0.32 0.66 5.22 8.51
Mirror 0.00 1.91 2.38 0.48 0.48 5.24 6.19
NY Daily 0.08 0.65 1.46 0.08 0.40 2.67 4.62
NY Post 0.42 1.46 2.87 0.70 0.70 6.16 9.07
Daily Mail 0.38 1.20 2.82 0.23 0.92 5.55 8.96
Financial 0.42 0.77 3.09 0.35 0.73 5.36 9.54
Mainstream 0.33 0.82 3.08 0.31 0.67 5.21 8.40
Tabloid 0.35 1.20 2.69 0.30 0.83 5.37 8.52
All
publications 0.37 0.85 3.03 0.32 0.72 5.30 8.9
The table above tells us that there is no sign of significant variation in the 
occurrence of negative words of appreciation between the different publication types,
neither in the individual word categories nor in the frequency of appreciation-related 
negative words overall.
However, when we compare the two tables above, we can see that, overall, the 
words denoting negative appreciation are slightly more frequent than the ones 
denoting positive appreciation. This seems to be mainly due to the high frequency of 
negative words denoting lack of balance, like in the sentences below:
'European officials retort that large imbalances are found in all large currency 
areas...' (Economist, 4 February, 2010)
'On the other hand, there are plenty of off-balance-sheet liabilities, a record 
peacetime budget deficit, a dysfunctional financial system and a grotesquely 
unbalanced economy.' (Guardian, 18 April, 2010)
'"The huge imbalances from which the Greek economy is suffering are not 
sustainable in the long run."' (Financial Times, 3 February, 2010)
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4.2.4 Metaphorical domains
There are a number of words in the corpus that have clearly positive or negative 
connotations but do not fit into the classifications devised by Martin (2000), but 
rather the metaphorical domains discussed by Musolff (2004). These include 
references to light and darkness, good and bad weather, life and death, construction 
and destruction, peace and conflict, help and harm, rising and falling, as well as 
health and disease, among others. The classification is by no means conclusive and it 
has its own flaws due to the somewhat arbitrary nature of the word selection process. 
As always, the connotations of the majority of the words categorised are heavily 
context dependent. 'Growing' may be positive in the case of a farmer's crops, but 
negative in the case of a cancerous tumour. It does however provide a further glimpse
into the distribution of negative and positive words in the different publications.



























Economist 0.11 0.08 0.71 1.10 1.30 3.24 1.83 0.22 9.00
Forbes 0.18 0.08 0.35 1.41 1.01 3.84 2.30 0.30 9.63
FT 0.13 0.11 0.48 1.40 1.08 3.78 2.26 0.22 9.71
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.36 0.84 0.72 3.24 1.20 0.00 6.60
BBC 0.04 0.07 0.70 1.03 1.01 4.81 2.07 0.34 10.28
DW 0.18 0.04 0.36 1.13 0.93 6.26 1.11 0.20 10.37
Guardian 0.11 0.16 0.87 1.41 1.27 3.62 1.77 0.31 9.84
NY Times 0.08 0.05 0.47 1.23 1.10 4.37 1.78 0.34 9.61
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.91 0.48 1.43 0.95 0.48 5.24
NY Daily 0.08 0.08 0.65 1.70 0.89 4.45 1.78 0.08 9.88
NY Post 0.09 0.09 0.66 1.69 1.22 3.43 2.02 0.14 9.73
Daily Mail 0.12 0.15 0.81 1.26 1.00 3.58 1.69 0.33 9.16
Financial 0.13 0.10 0.50 1.36 1.10 3.71 2.20** 0.23 9.59
Mainstream 0.10 0.08 0.60 1.24 1.11 4.42** 1.71* 0.30 9.78
Tabloid 0.11 0.13 0.76 1.38 1.02 3.60* 1.74 0.27 9.26
All
publications
0.11 0.10 0.57 1.31 1.09 3.98 1.94 0.27 9.63
As the table above shows, there is very little variation in the occurrence of the 
positive groups of words between the different publications. The only significant 
differences lie in the words related to the verbs 'help' (χ²=31.73 (df=11), p<0.01) and 
'rise' (χ²=28.95 (df=11), p<0.01). The former showed the highest frequency in the 
mainstream publications and the lowest frequency in the tabloids, while the latter 
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showed the most occurrences in the finance publications and the least occurrences in 
the mainstream publications. While the differences in the overall use of these positive
words are not significant between the different publication types, the trend is similar.




























Economist 0.29 0.29 0.19 1.16 3.50 4.32 4.97 3.29 19.93
Forbes 0.17 0.14 0.09 0.79 3.01 3.98 7.66 2.28 19.77
FT 0.18 0.26 0.19 1.13 3.95 3.61 6.56 2.07 19.21
CNN 0.24 0.00 0.48 1.44 2.04 5.76 9.36 4.08 26.39
BBC 0.13 0.22 0.49 0.88 3.78 6.03 7.85 3.69 24.72
DW 0.22 0.22 0.26 0.85 4.65 4.26 4.63 2.73 18.89
Guardian 0.29 0.46 0.56 1.91 5.10 5.15 6.03 2.90 24.10
NY Times 0.11 0.16 0.26 0.89 3.54 3.25 6.18 2.29 18.34
Mirror 0.48 0.48 1.43 3.81 6.19 11.91 7.15 3.33 37.16
NY Daily 0.32 0.16 0.65 1.78 5.43 8.34 8.42 4.62 31.66
NY Post 0.28 0.19 0.75 2.40 5.64 6.11 6.44 2.77 26.88
Daily Mail 0.50 0.52 0.77 2.18 5.83 6.43 7.36 3.11 28.62
Financial 0.20 0.24 0.17* 1.08* 3.75* 3.77* 6.50 2.28* 19.40*
Mainstream 0.18* 0.26 0.38 1.19 4.13 4.30 6.20 2.72 21.00
Tabloid 0.45** 0.43 0.77** 2.20** 5.77** 6.65** 7.30 3.20** 28.76**
All
publications 0.22 0.27 0.33 1.28 4.17 4.36 6.48 2.58 21.28
Above we can see that there is again much more variation in the occurrence of 
the  negative words. The variation is significant in the words relating to 'darkness' 
(χ²=32.39 (df=11), p<0.01), 'death' (χ²=108.47 (df=11), p<0.01), 'destruction' 
(χ²=101.36 (df=11), p<0.01), 'conflict' (χ²=97.76 (df=11), p<0.01), 'harm' (χ²=189.96 
(df=11), p<0.01), 'infirmity' (χ²=38.52 (df=11), p<0.01), and negativity overall 
(χ²=413.39 (df=11), p<0.01). The table also shows that apart from the exceptions of  
the groups 'death' and 'destruction', nearly all the negative word categories are more 
frequent than their positive counterparts. 
The most frequent group of words is the one related to 'falling', but it shows no 
significant differences between the types of publications. However, the next most 
frequent groups,  'harm' and 'conflict', exhibit significant differences. They occur 
most frequently in the tabloids and occur the least often in the finance publications.
The next largest single group is the group of 'infirmity', relating to disease and 
injury. This is a fascinating group, in that many of these words refer directly to the 
quickly spreading nature of the economic crisis, with an expert equating the crisis to 
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the 'Ebola virus'. Words like 'viral', 'contagion' and 'plague' are also used in a strictly 
metaphoric sense to refer to the ongoing economic crisis. Again, these words appear 
most frequently in the tabloids and least frequently in the finance publications.
References to 'death' are most frequent in the tabloids and least frequent in the 
finance publications. Some are no doubt referring to lives lost in scenes of unrest in 
Greece's capital for example, but others are strictly metaphorical such as the mention 
of '[t]he global banking sector['s] ... near-death experience' (Financial Times).
The group of words denoting 'darkness' is again most frequent in the tabloids, but
this time least frequent in the mainstream publications. Overall, the tabloids seem to 
be the ones employing the most negative words, while the finance publications use 
them the least.
There were also references to different types of metaphorical domains which 
were not necessarily positive or negative, such as various mythological references, 
family members, parts of the body, different animals, medical procedures and the 
elements of water and fire.



















Economist 0.12 0.65 1.72 0.34 0.15 0.46 0.60
Forbes 0.17 0.53 1.59 0.54 0.26 0.67 0.63
FT 0.13 0.66 1.59 0.32 0.30 0.44 0.73
CNN 0.00 0.36 0.60 0.00 0.24 0.12 0.24
BBC 0.09 0.43 1.26 0.07 0.36 0.34 0.76
DW 0.04 0.53 2.10 0.20 0.24 0.16 0.63
Guardian 0.26 0.60 2.01 0.41 0.27 0.45 1.26
NY Times 0.14 0.55 1.50 0.24 0.27 0.45 0.55
Mirror 0.48 0.00 4.29 0.00 0.48 0.48 4.29
NY Daily 0.00 0.24 1.05 0.24 0.00 0.65 2.91
NY Post 0.42 0.56 2.44 0.28 0.19 0.66 3.71
Daily Mail 0.36 0.52 1.91 0.36 0.33 0.37 1.73
Financial 0.14 0.64 1.61 0.36 0.27 0.48 0.69*
Mainstream 0.15 0.55 1.68 0.26 0.27 0.39 0.79
Tabloid 0.34 0.49 1.95 0.33 0.27 0.45 2.22**
All
publications
0.17 0.58 1.68 0.32 0.27 0.44 0.93
As the table above shows, the only significant difference was in the occurrence of
words related to 'fire', which were most frequent in the tabloids and least frequent in 
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the finance publications.
4.3 Concordance and collocation
So far we have mainly looked at the frequencies and occurrences of certain word 
classes, words, or phrases, and the differences in their occurrence between the 
different genres. What hasn't  really come up as of yet is the co-occurrence of these 
words. For instance, what or who do the negative adjectives mentioned in the 
previous chapters refer to? In order to study this, we need to study the concordance 
and collocation of these words. Due to technical limitations, I couldn't directly look 
at the syntactic roles of words in the corpus, but by using the word class tags and the 
concordance tool, I could see if certain nouns regularly co-occurred with specific 
types of adjectives or verbs, for example.
After studying the occurrence of proper nouns in the corpus, it became apparent 
that certain groups of actors appearing in the news stories were more prominently 
and frequently referred to. These included:
1. Greece and the Greeks
2. Europe, Europeans, the EU and the Eurozone
3. Germany and the Germans
4. The UK and the British
5. Banks and bankers
Naturally, there was some overlap between the different parties. There were also 
references to investors and speculators, but these were much less frequent or did not 
appear at all in some publications.
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Table 30: References to different political and financial actors
'Greece' /
'Greeks' 'EU' / 'Europe'
'Germany' /
Germans 'UK' / 'Brits'
'banks' /
'bankers' 'investors' 'speculators'
Economist 16.46 10.21 5.24 0.67 4.23 1.19 0.37
Forbes 15.30 9.63 2.77 0.48 3.72 1.98 0.27
FT 17.76 8.03 3.08 0.50 5.97 2.23 0.13
CNN 17.99 14.64 3.84 0.72 4.32 0.36 0.12
BBC 22.33 9.96 3.69 2.54 3.53 1.60 0.11
DW 21.04 13.30 8.79 0.26 4.10 0.48 0.34
Guardian 18.79 7.50 3.20 1.59 3.57 1.66 0.26
NY Times 16.79 10.92 5.07 0.51 5.37 2.26 0.13
Mirror 20.96 6.19 2.38 7.62 4.29 0.48 0.00
NY Daily 18.70 10.77 3.64 0.24 4.86 1.78 0.08
NY Post 17.90 11.84 4.42 0.33 3.52 1.17 0.28
Daily Mail 15.16 9.16 4.39 4.24 4.03 1.33 0.12
Financial 17.22 8.58* 3.35* 0.52* 5.39** 2.05** 0.18
Mainstream 18.57** 10.19** 4.81** 1.03 4.45 1.74 0.19
Tabloid 16.05* 9.71 4.29 3.26** 4.03* 1.34* 0.14
All
publications 17.61 9.38 4.06 1.09 4.83 1.83 0.18
There were significant differences in the references to Greece (χ²=42.18 (df=11), 
p<0.01), Europe (χ²=59.56 (df=11), p<0.01), Germany (χ²=112.21 (df=11), p<0.01), 
the UK and the British (χ²=686.16 (df=11), p<0.01), banks and bankers (χ²=57.73 
(df=11), p<0.01), as well as investors (χ²=30.19 (df=11), p<0.01). The financial 
publications do seem to talk more about the banks and investors, while the British 
tabloids talk at length about the British. As always, these results say very little about 
stance by themselves, as they could be due to numerous different reasons. Some 
publications may have employed pronouns when repeatedly referring to the same 
actors, some publications may have employed longer sentences which skew the 
frequency values, and some may have referred to specific politicians or companies by
name, rather than making references to their nationality. What is apparent, however, 
is that the publication types focus on different aspects in their stories.
4.3.1 Concordance of necessity modalities
In chapter 4.1.3 I looked at the occurrence of necessity modalities in the different 
publications, but the context in which they appear wasn't discussed. This context is 
essential, because necessity modalities can be used to paint someone in a more 
sympathetic light, for example by portraying them as an innocent victim, rather than 
as a violent aggressor. In the end however, there were very little significant results.
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Table 31: Necessity modalities regarding Greece
Greece/Greek(s) must [have] to [be] forced to [have] no choice
All necessity
modalities
Economist 0.14 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.20
Forbes 0.06 0.02 0.00 0.06 0.14
FT 0.07 0.03 0.00 0.10 0.19
CNN 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.36
BBC 0.18 0.04 0.00 0.36 0.58
DW 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.16 0.26
Guardian 0.07 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.15
NY Times 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.04 0.13
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.48
NY Daily 0.16 0.00 0.08 0.16 0.40
NY Post 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Daily Mail 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.13
Financial 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.08 0.19
Mainstream 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.10 0.21
Tabloid 0.04 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.14
All publications 0.07 0.03 0.01 0.09 0.19
References to Greece were again most frequent, which is understandable 
considering that Greece was the unifying topic in all the news stories. However, there
were no significant differences in the way the different publications used the 
modalities concerning Greece. While necessity modalities can be used to present 
someone in a more favourable light, here they mainly seemed to take the form of 
directions or even orders, as can be seen in the examples below:
'Greece must take tough cost-cutting measures...' (CNN, 5 May, 2010)
'But Greeks must also understand...' (New York Post, 5 May 2010)
'Greece has to promise to cut its budget deficit.' (BBC, 6 May, 2010)
'Greece must sell family silver...' (Financial Times, 16 June, 2010)
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Table 32: Necessity modalities regarding Europe and the Eurozone
Europe and
Eurozone must [have] to [be] forced to [have] no choice
All necessity
modalities
Economist 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05
Forbes 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.09
FT 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12
BBC 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
DW 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06
Guardian 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.08
NY Times 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Post 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05
Daily Mail 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.07
Financial 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.06
Mainstream 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.06
Tabloid 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05
All publications 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.06
One might expect Europe, the EU, and especially the countries in the Euro, to be 
quite relevant or important, but references to Europe and its role in solving the crisis 
were still considerably less frequent than those concerning Greece. Again, they do 
not seem so much sympathetic as somewhat arrogant:
'...Europe must revise the EU stability pact...' (Deutsche Welle, 3 May, 2010)
'The EU has to start walking the walk .' (Guardian, 8 April, 2010)
'...Europeans must decide : Do they want to maintain the euro...' (New York Times, 11
March, 2010)
'Europe must now make up its mind...' (Financial Times, 5 March, 2010)
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Table 33: Necessity modalities regarding Germany and Germans
Germany/Germans must [have] to [be] forced to [have] no choice
All necessity
modalities
Economist 0.03 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.14
Forbes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
FT 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.04
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BBC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
DW 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.08
Guardian 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.07
NY Times 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.05
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.08
NY Post 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Daily Mail 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.03
Financial 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05
Mainstream 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05
Tabloid 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.03
All publications 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05
The above table shows the use of necessity modalities in reference to Germany 
and the German people. Understandably, Deutsche Welle has more references than 
the majority of the other publications. Even then, the Economist has the highest 
frequency of references to Germany. Overall however, neither the different 
publications nor publication types show any significant differences in the frequency 
of modalities.
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Table 34: Necessity modalities regarding the UK and the British
UK/Brit must [have] to [be] forced to [have] no choice
All necessity
modalities
Economist 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02
Forbes 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02
FT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BBC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
DW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Guardian 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02
NY Times 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Post 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Daily Mail 0.03 0.08 0.07 0.00 0.17
Financial 0.00 0.00 0.00* 0.00 0.00*
Mainstream 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01
Tabloid 0.02 0.05** 0.05** 0.00 0.12**
All publications 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02
Finally, the above table shows the use of necessity modalities referring to the UK 
and the British, which is the only group to contain any statistically significant results.
There were significant differences in the frequencies of the forms '[have] to' 
(χ²=33.12 (df=11), p<0.01), '[be] forced to' (χ²=27.27 (df=11), p<0.01), and the 
overall group of necessity modalities referring to the British (χ²=77.72 (df=11), 
p<0.01).
 It would seem fair to assume that tabloids in general have very geographically 
specific demographics that they appeal to. With this in mind, the fact that the Daily 
Mail, a British tabloid, talks about the UK's role in the crisis is not very surprising. 
The fact that the American tabloids do not make any references to the UK in this way
is also not very surprising. The lack of any occurrences in the British Mirror is most 
probably due to its extremely small sample size.
There are references to the UK in the other publication types as well, but they are 
considerably less frequent than in the tabloids. 
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Table 35: Necessity modalities regarding banks and bankers
Banks/ban
kers must [have] to [be] forced to [have] no choice
All necessity
modalities
Economist 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
Forbes 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02
FT 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.03
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BBC 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.07
DW 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.08
Guardian 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
NY Times 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Post 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05
Daily Mail 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01
Financial 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.02
Mainstream 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.03
Tabloid 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.02
All publications 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03
As evidenced by the table above, there was also a distinct lack of any significant 
differences in the use of necessity modalities with regards to banks and bankers. 
Necessity modalities as such do not seem to tell us much about stance in this corpus.
4.3.2 Concordance of adjective attributes
Another aspect of adjective use is the context in which the adjectives appear and 
what they refer to. Attitudinal adjectives are fairly clear markers of stance and should
serve as a good indicator of how a writer's bias affects his or her writing. For reasons 
of convenience, I concentrated on the use of adjective attributes, which occur in 
noun-phrase constructions nearly always directly before the nouns they modify.
I studied what kinds of attributes were used to modify the different groups of 
political actors. I categorised the adjectives into six different categories roughly 
drafted according to Martin's categories of appraisal:
1. Criticism: adjectives that fall into negative social esteem category, denoting 
poor fortune or weakness in either one's capacity or resolve.
2. Condemnation: adjectives that fall into the negative social sanction category, 
denoting dishonesty or immorality.
3. Negative affect: adjectives that represent negative emotions, denoting feelings
of anger, fear, and sadness
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4. Admiration: adjectives that fall into positive social esteem category, denoting 
good fortune or strength in either one's capacity or resolve.
5. Praise: adjectives that fall into the positive social sanction category, denoting 
honesty or morality.
6. Positive affect: adjectives that represent positive emotions, denoting feelings 
of calmness, security, and happiness
Adjectives that did not fit into any of these six categories were classified as 
'other'. These adjectives were mainly neutral in tone and did not express any 
particular stance, often providing a geographic modifier such as 'northern European'. 








Economist 0.03 0.08 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.48 0.68
Forbes 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.62 0.68
FT 0.09 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.68 0.84
CNN 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.48
BBC 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.36 0.54
DW 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.30 0.75
Guardian 0.25 0.03 0.03 0.07 0.09 0.00 0.36 0.81
NY Times 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.45 0.59
Mirror 0.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.95
NY Daily 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.08 0.32 0.65
NY Post 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.09 0.00 0.23 0.94
Daily Mail 0.35 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.09 0.00 0.34 0.85
Financial 0.08* 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.64** 0.79
Mainstream 0.36** 0.05 0.00 0.03 0.09 0.01 0.31* 0.84
Tabloid 0.18 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.00 0.39 0.67
All
publications 0.16 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.49 0.75
As the table above shows, there was very little difference in the use of the 
different categories of adjectives. The only significant difference was in the use of 
'criticism' (χ²=51.65 (df=11), p<0.01), which was also the most frequent attribute 
category. The majority of the words referred to the poor financial situation of the 
country. The use of words like 'debt-stricken' and 'cash-strapped' leaves out the 
underlying causes behind the crisis and may even stir some pity in the reader. This 
might not have been what the tabloids that mostly seem to have used these words had
in mind.
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While seemingly neutral, words like 'ordinary' and 'average' – in the context of 
'ordinary Greeks' with the addition of words like 'honest' or 'law-abiding' – have a 
clear function of drawing contrast to their apparently 'profligate', 'crooked', and 
'reckless' leaders. They may have also served as a way to ward off any potential 
accusations of prejudiced speech, especially when one considers that at around the 
time of publication some Greeks were drawing comparisons between Merkel's 
government and the Nazi regime.










Economist 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.00 0.84 1.05
Forbes 0.17 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.79 1.00
FT 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.60 0.69
CNN 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.48 0.84
BBC 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.79 0.88
DW 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 1.05 1.17
Guardian 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.59 0.64
NY Times 0.13 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.01 0.94 1.12
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.40 0.73
NY Post 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05 0.00 1.22 1.41
Daily Mail 0.08 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.83 1.00
Financial 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.66 0.79
Mainstream 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.82 0.95
Tabloid 0.10 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.84 1.02
All
publications 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.75 0.89
As the table above shows, there were no significant differences in the use of 
attributes regarding Europe and the EU. The vast majority of attributes employed 
were neutral, such as 'new', 'entire', or geographic modifiers used in noun-phrases 
such as 'south-eastern Europe'. The only publication to show any condemning 
language was the Daily Mail, making mention of 'do-nothing' and 'spend-thrifty' 
Europeans. For the most part, the different publications alternate between talking 
about Europe's weakness and its strengths in quite similar ways and there is no clear 
sign of either pro- or anti-European sentiment in the use of these adjectives.
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Economist 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.00 0.08 0.25
Forbes 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.20
FT 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.19
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12
BBC 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.07
DW 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.04 0.00 0.26 0.34
Guardian 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.10
NY Times 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.28 0.36
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Post 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.14
Daily Mail 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.10
Financial 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.14 0.20
Mainstream 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.17 0.24
Tabloid 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.09
All
publications 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.14 0.20
Again, there were no significant differences between the different publication 
types in the frequency of the different kinds of attributes. Overall, there were 
surprisingly few attributes referring to Germany. Unsurprisingly, Deutsche Welle 
contained much more references to Germany than most of the other publications. It 
was slightly more surprising to note the New York Times also contained more 
references to Germany than the majority of the other publications.
Many of the adjectives presented Germany as strong or powerful:
'Other Club Med governments hope - and , indeed , believe - that the rich and 
powerful Germany will somehow foot the bill.' (Daily Mail, 12 February, 2010)
'The premium that investors demand to buy Greek bonds over the rock-solid German
bunds rose to 407 basis points , the highest since the euro was launched in 1999.' 
(Guardian, 7 April, 2010)
Others commented on the rising frustrations of the Germans:
'Chancellor Angela Merkel may well decide that she has no further latitude for more 
bailouts financed by understandably unhappy German taxpayers.' (New York Post, 25
May, 2010)
'Mr Strauss-Kahn was speaking at a news conference in Berlin after trying to 
persuade reluctant German politicians to back the terms of a rescue deal.' (BBC, 28 
April, 2010)
Due to the lack of significant results however, one can not really talk about any 
particular bias either for or against Germany or the Germans.
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Economist 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03
Forbes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
FT 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.12
BBC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.02
DW 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Guardian 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.05
NY Times 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Post 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Daily Mail 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.12
Financial 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01
Mainstream 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03
Tabloid 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.09
All
publications 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.03
As for references to the British, the table above shows that there was no 
significant difference between the publication types in any of the categories. Overall, 
there is little to no mention of the UK in the American publications, except for the 
CNN. Even there, the seemingly high frequency is mostly due to the relatively small 
size of the CNN subcorpus.
Even though many of the publications in the corpus are based in the UK, the lack 
of references to the UK and Britons is not entirely unexpected, considering the UK's 
lack of involvement in the Eurozone, which is also reflected in the quote below:
'Non-euro-zone Britain has let its currency fall , but its budget deficit is unnerving.' 
(Economist, 29 April, 2010)
In terms of adjective use, there seems to be no significant bias towards the UK or 
Britons. With such a marginal amount of references, it would indeed be surprising to 
see any marked differences in the way the they are portrayed.
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Economist 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.00 1.94 2.05
Forbes 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 1.65 1.72
FT 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.00 2.65 2.73
CNN 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.92 2.04
BBC 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.19 1.19
DW 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.54 1.56
Guardian 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.01 0.00 1.24 1.34
NY Times 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.06 0.00 0.00 2.56 2.69
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.78 2.02
NY Post 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.09 0.00 0.00 1.13 1.32
Daily Mail 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.02 0.00 1.51 1.59
Financial 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 2.40** 2.49**
Mainstream 0.04 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 1.88 1.97
Tabloid 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.00 1.45* 1.56*
All
publications 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.00 2.06 2.16
There were no significant differences in any of the six stance-marking categories 
regarding banks and bankers. The only significant differences were in the frequency 
of neutral attributes (χ²=56.23 (df=11), p<0.01) and attributes overall (χ²=50.31 
(df=11), p<0.01). Perhaps unsurprisingly, they were both most frequent in the finance
publications and least frequent in the tabloids, much like in the distribution presented
in the table in chapter 4.4.
There were very few attitudinal adjectives attached to banks. In the vast majority 
of cases, the adjectives denoted nationality:
'The former chief economist of both the German Bundesbank and the European 
Central Bank , Otmar Issing , told Amanpour that Prime Minister Papandreou is 
moving in the right direction, but the financial markets will judge whether it 's 
enough.' (CNN, 15 February, 2010)
'A run on Greek banks is possible.' (Economist, 29 April, 2010)
It is good to keep in mind that the use of attributes only tells part of the story, and 
that in many cases the use of predicative adjectives might be more revealing. 
However, because predicative adjectives can appear in such a variety of complicated 
structures, studying their use effectively would require more advanced tools than the 
ones used for this study.
As a side note on the use of adjectives, an interesting development in some 
articles is the use of the words 'Greek' or 'Greek-style' as synonyms for disaster.
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'...Trichet , tersely underlined that " Portugal is not Greece .  Spain is not Greece " on
Thursday .'  (New York Daily News, 7 May, 2010)
'" Repeat with us : Spain is not Greece”' (Guardian, 1 May, 2010)
'Venezuela is not Greece' (Guardian, 6 May, 2010)
'...Hungary was in danger of suffering a Greek-style crisis...' (New York Times, 4 
June, 2010)
This is a good example of how rapidly a word's connotations can change. 
Whether such connotations fade away over time or whether they become part of the 
common lexicon, remains to be seen.
4.3.3 Concordance of evidentials
Another aspect of media bias lies in the sources the different publications choose to 
cite. I searched for the phrase 'according to', which was often used before and after 
various claims to lend them credibility but possibly also as hedges.





source Greece Banks Media EU Germany US UK Universities
Economist 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.00
Forbes 0.09 0.02 0.03 0.14 0.09 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.00 0.03
FT 0.18 0.18 0.18 0.13 0.02 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.01
CNN 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BBC 0.02 0.00 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00
DW 0.02 0.02 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.08 0.16 0.02 0.04 0.06
Guardian 0.08 0.04 0.07 0.04 0.06 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.00
NY Times 0.13 0.20 0.08 0.11 0.14 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01
Mirror 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Daily 0.08 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
NY Post 0.00 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Daily Mail 0.11 0.08 0.01 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.00
Financial 0.15 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.01 0.01
Mainstream 0.08 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.01
Tabloid 0.09 0.07 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00
All
publications 0.11 0.11 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01
The table above again shows that no significant differences were present in the 
texts. The different sources cited are shown from most to least cited.
Various private financial groups, research groups, credit agencies, and analysts 
were most prominently on display, such as 'the Bernstein analysts' or 'Markit, a data 
provider'. It seems that regardless of which publication one looks at, the prominent 
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role of private companies as authorities on the state of the economy is undeniable.
In a number of cases sources were presented very vaguely, often merely cited as 
'sources' or 'officials close to the talks'. Often this was due to confidentiality of 
sources, but there is always the possibility that some may take advantage of it to 
disguise their own conjecture as the inside knowledge of a reliable source.
Greek officials were of course very frequently cited, ranging from 'Greek police' 
and the Greek prime minister 'Mr Papandreou', to more general 'eye witness 
accounts'.
Banks were cited in various ways, some referring to interviews citing specific 
people, such as 'Jochen Mobert , an analyst with Deutsche Bank', others speaking in 
more general terms, for example of 'a recent report from Deutsche Bank'.
There were also news references to other news media. In many cases publications
cited 'Reuters' and 'the Associated Press', but also other news publications, such as 
the German 'der Spiegel' magazine and 'Bild' tabloid newspaper, as well as arguably 
more prestigious publications such as 'Guardian' and the 'Wall Street Journal'. Due to 
the small sample size, there was no significant difference in the types of publications 
the different publication types cited.
Citations referencing the EU included mentions of the 'European Central Bank' 
and its chairman 'Jean-Claude Trichet', 'Eurostat' as well as the EU in general.
The citing of German sources included references to 'Deutsche Bank', the 
German news publications mentioned a few paragraphs above, as well as some 
specific people such as 'Jürgen Trittin' and 'Paul Aschenbrenner'. The Daily Mail also 
referred to one German source, 'Karl Otto Poehl', as a ' highly respected former 
central banker', no doubt to lend more credence to the article where his quotes 
appeared.
Citations related to the US included 'a White House statement', the 'Chicago 
Mercantile Exchange' and the 'Bank of America'. 
British sources seemed to be limited to private companies such as 'Barclays' and 
the British office of 'Pimco'.
Lastly, some publications cited studies or policy recommendations, such as those 
of 'Leonard Burman, a Syracuse University professor' or 'Professor Paraskewopoulos'
from 'the University of Leipzig'.
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It is interesting that private finance institutions are quoted considerably more 
often than economists at public institutions such as universities.
4.4 Metadiscourse markers
The past chapters have mainly dealt with the words that a writer has employed when 
referring to the topic of discussion. Metadiscourse, however, concerns the way in 
which the writers refer to themselves, the audience and the text that the audience is in
the process of reading.
For examining the use of interactive and interactional metadiscourse, I used a list 
of discourse markers compiled by Hyland (2005: 218-224). As Hyland states, these 
markers should always be considered in their full context on a case by case basis in 
order to be fully understood. Some of the markers also turned out to be quite difficult
to search for in a corpus. For the purposes of this study however, I gathered the word 
frequency data for all the metadiscourse markers and only removed a few instances 
of clearly erroneous data.
4.4.1  Interactive metadiscourse
Interactive metadiscourse concerns the ways in which the writer constructs the 
cohesive structure of a text, in other words making the text easier to follow and read. 
The table below shows the occurrence of the different linguistic phenomena listed in 
Hyland (2005) in the corpus:
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Table 42: Occurrence of interactive metadiscourse markers
Code glosses
















Economist 4.06 0.03 0.33 36.85 12.01 53.28
Forbes 3.55 0.00 0.57 39.14 11.52 54.78
FT 3.48 0.00 0.70 35.14 11.28 50.60
CNN 5.88 0.00 0.96 32.63 8.04 47.50
BBC 4.21 0.00 0.34 34.77 13.25 52.56
DW 4.41 0.00 0.83 33.46 9.23 47.93
Guardian 3.21 0.03 0.43 36.21 11.31 51.19
NY Times 3.00 0.00 0.80 35.43 10.41 49.65
Mirror 1.91 0.00 0.00 39.54 7.62 49.07
NY Daily 4.05 0.00 0.57 37.00 7.77 49.39
NY Post 3.10 0.00 0.38 34.02 12.64 50.14
Daily Mail 3.23 0.00 0.42 34.50 9.43 47.58
Financial 3.57 0.00 0.63 35.97 11.42** 51.60
Mainstream 3.44 0.01 0.65 35.28 10.80 50.17
Tabloid 3.27 0.00 0.42 34.74 9.77* 48.20
All
publications
3.48 0.01 0.61 35.53 10.95 50.57
Code glosses ('such as', 'indeed') appeared evenly in all genres. There were some 
differences in the use of different phrases, but overall the phrases in the category 
were used roughly the same in all types of publication.
Endophoric markers, such as references to figures, tables, or chapters in a given 
text, were very infrequent in all of the publication types. While they can also appear 
in news texts, they might be more frequent in academic texts, especially since the 
stories in the corpus have been stripped of all graphics, tables and figures. These 
kinds of markers might be seen as an example of adding to a story's credibility by 
demonstrating its unambiguity or facticity. Their minimal appearance in the news 
texts forces the reader to take the writer at their word, instead of being able to make 
their own conclusions.
Evidentials on the other hand were considerably more frequent in the news texts, 
although they did not show any significant differences from one publication type to 
the next. Evidentials, or attribution markers, can be considered a way to bolster a 
text's facticity and quality of attribution, and thus improve its credibility among its 
audience. As already mentioned in chapter 2.4.2, a writer can always pick and choose
the quotation that best serves their own agenda. However, as discussed in chapter 
4.3.3, there seemed to be no significant differences in the sources the publications in 
this study cited.
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Save for a few individual words and phrases, the use of transition markers, such 
as 'although' and 'nonetheless', was quite similar in all sub-genres.
There were, however, clear differences in the occurrence of frame markers 
(χ²=26.02 (df=11), p<0.01). Frame markers (Hyland, 2005) are used for four different
functions: sequencing, labelling stages, announcing goals, and shifting topics.


















Economist 4.42 2.56 0.43 4.60 12.01 53.28
Forbes 4.61 1.75 0.63 4.52 11.52 54.78
FT 5.57 1.59 0.62 3.50 11.28 50.60
CNN 3.60 0.60 0.84 3.00 8.04 47.50
BBC 5.89 2.09 1.08 4.18 13.25 52.56
DW 3.50 1.78 0.65 3.31 9.23 47.93
Guardian 5.33 1.88 0.55 3.55 11.31 51.19
NY Times 3.90 2.11 0.64 3.76 10.41 49.65
Mirror 1.91 2.38 0.95 2.38 7.62 49.07
NY Daily 3.72 1.46 0.24 2.35 7.77 49.39
NY Post 5.78 2.16 0.38 4.32 12.64 50.14
Daily Mail 4.32 1.52 0.48 3.11 9.43 47.58
Financial 5.26** 1.75 0.60 3.81 11.42** 51.60
Mainstream 4.49 1.97 0.67 3.67 10.80 50.17
Tabloid 4.47* 1.63 0.45 3.23 9.77* 48.20
All
publications 4.85 1.82 0.60 3.68 10.95 50.57
The table above, displaying the occurrence of the different forms of frame 
markers, shows that while there was a significant difference between the publication 
types in the overall frequency of frame markers, the only sub group to display a 
significant difference between the different publication types was in the group of 
sequencing markers (χ²=30.40 (df=11), p<0.01), such as 'in this chapter' or 'lastly'. 
They are mostly a hallmark of academic writing rather than newspaper language, but 
they do still appear in all the publications in one form or another. Generally however, 
frame markers appear to be most prevalent in the finance publications and the least 
prevalent in the tabloids. In this respect, financial publications here are the most 
similar to actual academic writing. Of course, the words may also occur in other 
contexts and not just in service of the functions listed here.
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4.4.2 Interactional metadiscourse
Interactional metadiscourse concerns the ways in which the writer speaks to the 
readers and forms a bond with the audience. They can often be very clear signifiers 
of a writer's stance.



















Economist 3.63 6.60 16.20 13.11 14.13 53.67
Forbes 3.13 6.47 20.70 14.88 10.57 55.74
FT 3.50 4.65 12.89 11.94 10.57 43.54
CNN 2.40 4.32 16.19 15.71 7.80 46.43
BBC 3.62 5.33 16.13 14.96 9.90 49.93
DW 3.46 5.38 16.55 16.57 8.85 50.80
Guardian 3.60 5.37 16.73 15.00 8.23 48.92
NY Times 3.43 5.22 13.62 13.51 11.02 46.78
Mirror 1.43 4.76 17.63 19.06 6.67 49.55
NY Daily 3.40 2.91 10.53 12.71 6.32 35.87
NY Post 3.34 7.14 19.27 15.22 8.55 53.52
Daily Mail 3.22 5.87 16.91 14.50 9.19 49.69
Financial 3.46 5.19* 14.51* 12.54* 11.08** 46.78*
Mainstream 3.48** 5.28 15.24 14.54** 9.73 48.27
Tabloid 3.23* 5.78** 16.69** 14.52 8.77* 48.99**
All publications 3.44 5.30 15.09 13.61 10.23 47.68
There is a significant difference in the frequency of 'attitude markers' (χ²=731.03 
(df=11), p<0.01), such as 'admittedly' and 'amazingly'. They are most prevalent in the
mainstream publications and least prevalent in tabloids. Again, if one expects 
tabloids to be more openly opinionated, this may be quite surprising. On the other 
hand, attitude markers are a fairly natural way for writers to inform the reader of their
personal opinions. Avoiding them might be seen as a way to conceal one's bias 
behind a guise of objectivity. Indeed, without them what might merely be someone's 
personal opinion, may appear to the reader as a statement of fact.
There was also a significant difference in the use of boosters (χ²=44726.65 
(df=11), p<0.01), such as 'actually' or 'obviously'. They were most prevalent in 
tabloids and least prevalent in finance. In a way, they tie in with the concept of 
consonance as a selling point. In other words, a writer may write a news story to fit 
already existing preconceptions, which can be either those of the writer or the 
assumed reading audience. The use of boosters is a fine example of this, as they show
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what the writer believes as well as what he or she thinks the reader ought to believe.  
The prevalence of boosters in tabloids would seem to imply that the tabloid 
publications appeared to be more openly opinionated in their reporting, but also 
signified that they expect their readers to share these same opinions.
Self mention mainly involves the use of first person pronouns, such as 'I' and 'we',
but also noun-phrases, such as 'the author' or 'the writer'. There was also a significant 
difference in their use (χ²=597645.74 (df=11), p<0.01), and they were most prevalent 
in the tabloids and least prevalent in the finance publications. As already covered in 
the chapter 4.1.2, this does not necessarily mean that the writers in the tabloids are 
writing in the first person, but perhaps simply that the articles themselves contain 
more quotes from others speaking in the first person. Mainstream publications, such 
as the Guardian, also had interviews where the interviewees frequently used the 'I' 
pronoun. The financial publications, on the other hand, had a number of articles 
written from a first-person perspective by what might be considered experts in their 
respective fields. Their credentials were in fact often mentioned at the end of the 
articles. In this way, the finance publications were more open with their biases, even 
if they tried to offset this with appeals to the writer's authority.
Engagement markers that involve the reader, such as the phrase 'let's' or the word 
'reader', also showed a significant difference in their occurrence (χ²=310016.01 
(df=11), p<0.01). They were most prevalent in mainstream news and least prevalent 
in finance publication. As already mentioned, most of these words are highly context-
specific. For example, words like 'us', 'our', and 'we' can in some cases serve as 
engagement markers and refer to the relation between the writer and the reader. 
However, to see whether the words are being used in this “inclusive” manner, would 
require a word by word analysis of each occurrence. It is quite likely that in many 
cases they are used in citations, and not by the writer as a tool to engage with the 
reader. However, even when these words are discounted, the overall trend remains 
the same.
Finally, hedges also exhibited significant differences (χ²=83109.27 (df=11), 
p<0.01).  They were employed the most by finance and the least by tabloids. As 
mentioned before in chapter 2.3.1, while hedges can express uncertainty, they can 
also be seen as a politeness strategy to accommodate a reader's dissenting opinion. 
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One could in other words say that the tabloids appear more assertive, and less 
accepting of different  opinions.
All in all, there are significant differences in the use of metadiscourse markers 
related to both interactive and interactional metadiscourse. Compared to the other 
publication types, finance publications use the most interactive metadiscourse 
overall, while tabloids employ it the least. Tabloids however employ the most 
interactional metadiscourse, while finance publications show the least instances of it. 
In other words, finance publications use linguistic tools to make their texts as 
cohesive and coherent as possible, while tabloids use linguistic tools that foster a 
personal relationship between writer and reader. The more mainstream and 
generalised publications seem to settle somewhere between these two extremes.
5 Discussion and conclusions
The aim of this study was to compile a reasonably sized corpus and produce a 
thorough analysis of its linguistic features to see whether corpus analysis could be 
used to gauge the attitudes and stances held by writers of different publications. I set 
out with two research questions:
1. What kind of linguistic differences can be found in different types of news
publications in the reporting of the Greek debt crisis?
2. How  do  these  linguistic  differences  demonstrate  attitudes  in  the  various
publications?
My initial hypothesis was that finance, mainstream and tabloid publications 
would all display different  linguistic characteristics that would exhibit differences in 
stance and in some ways set them apart from the other types of publications. 
There were indeed numerous linguistic differences between the three groups of 
publications. For instance, there were differences in the type-token ratios of the 
different sub-registers. Comparing them would have been somewhat pointless 
however, as the word counts of the the three groups were not similar, and making any
claims about the vocabulary ranges of the different publications would thus be wildly
inaccurate. The number of stories present in the individual publications and the word 
counts of the individual news stories also say very little of interest about the textual 
registers themselves, especially since the stories were manually selected and edited to
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suit the needs of this study.
This leads us to the results concerning parts of speech. Nouns in general showed 
no significant differences. Proper nouns, on the other hand, did display significant 
variation between the different publication types. While formal registers generally 
employ more nouns, while less formal ones employ pronouns, this does not seem to 
be entirely the case here. As can be seen in figure 1 below, the tabloids and 
mainstream publications appear to employ proper nouns in roughly equal measure, 
while the finance publications employ them significantly less.
Figure 1: Occurrence of proper nouns in the different publication types
The reasons for the above are not immediately obvious, but it may be in part due 
to differing conventions for marking dates in the articles, as there were significant 
differences in the occurrence of proper nouns denoting days of the week.
In any case, the figure below shows that the occurrence of pronouns is much 
closer to what one might expect. As pronouns are generally more frequent in spoken 
and informal registers, it does however seem strange that they appear most often in 
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Figure 2: Occurrence of pronouns in the different publication types
There were many other linguistic phenomena that I expected to show notable 
differences between the different publication types. For example, I assumed that the 
tabloids would employ more colourful language and I especially expected to see 
differences in the occurrence of adjectives, with more attitudinal adjectives appearing
in the tabloids. Initially, it seemed the opposite would turn out to be true, as 
adjectives appeared to be most frequent in the finance publications and least frequent 

























Figure 3: Occurrence of adjectives in the different publication types
On the other hand, the use of attitudinal adjectives and negative words, in the 
form of affect, judgement and appreciation, was in many cases more frequent in the 
tabloids and less frequent in the finance publications, as shown in figures 4, 5 and 6 
below.
















































Figure 5: Occurrence of judgement in the different publication types
Figure 6: Occurrence of appreciation in the different publication types
It would in other words seem that the tabloids do employ more attitudinal 
adjectives and even use more negativity in their reporting.
There was also significant variation in the occurrence of verbs in general, shown 




















































Figure 7: Occurrence of verbs in the different publication types
As discussed in chapter 2.5, verbs are generally more frequent in spoken registers
than in formal writing, which is another sign that the finance publications are in some
ways similar to academic prose, whereas tabloids have certain features of spoken 
discourse. Other aspects of verb use I expected to see were the usage of passive voice
constructions and necessity modalities, but neither showed any relevant variation.
There were also no significant differences between the publications in the use of 
evidentials and the sources they referred to. The lack of any significant findings 
relating to these aspects in the corpora may mean that such differences are in fact 
negligible, or it may be due to a lack of precision in the tools and methods employed 
in this study.
There were however some significant findings that I had not anticipated. The 
most striking findings were in the use of metadiscourse markers, which are used to 
build a cohesive structure in a text. The tabloids seemed to avoid using words and 
expressions that mark the speech as representing a personal opinion, such as hedges 
and attitude markers. Instead they used boosters that reinforce talking points as well 
as self -mentions that may be used to bring the reader and writer closer to each other. 
In some regards, such as in the use of frame markers and hedges, the financial 
publications in the corpus were the ones that most closely resembled academic texts. 























publications and least frequent in the tabloids, while interactional metadiscourse 
occurred the most in the tabloids and least in the finance publications.
Figure 8: Occurrence of interactive and interactional metadiscourse
While there were some exceptions, in many cases where there was a statistically 
significant difference between the different publication types, the biggest differences 
were between the financial and tabloid publications, while the mainstream 
publications were most often situated somewhere in the middle. It is of course good 
to keep in mind that the corpus and its chosen texts represented a very small sample 
of a very narrow subject matter and the various sub-corpora were also of very 
different sizes and that the results of this study can not be generalised to represent 
any universal tendencies.
In conclusion, while this study did show that there were some significant linguistic 
differences between the publication types, I could not find any readily apparent 
instances of stance or biases against any particular group of people or organisation. 
Many of the difficulties in the study were due to a limited and somewhat clumsy 
toolset. More user-friendly concordance tools with better support for parts-of-speech 
tagging would have facilitated the analysis process considerably and also would have
produced better and more reliable results. I believe that a more in-depth analysis of 














similar study was conducted on a larger corpus with more advanced tools, which 
were not on hand for this study.
Nonetheless, media bias is a very real phenomenon that can affect politics and public 
opinion in different ways. In order to  form one's own informed opinions, it is 
important to know how various organisations may try to appeal to their audience and 
manipulate their views, especially when emotions are running high, like in the 
current climate of economic uncertainty and clashing political interests. 
Consequently, I believe that there is a need for more research on this topic and that 
the methods and tools should be developed further.
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Appendix
List of articles used in corpus
Articles from Mirror
28 April, 2010: Greece's credit rating slashed to "junk status 
29 April, 2010: Spain follows Greece and Portugal into debt crisis 
30 April, 2010: EU ready to foot bill for Greece debt crisis 
5 May, 2010: Three dead in Greece riots 
7 May, 2010: Greek parliament approves bill needed to secure bailout loan 
8 May, 2010: Sterling and shares crash as markets panic 
Articles from CNN
10 February, 2010: FINANCIAL CRISIS
15 February, 2010: PM: Greece looking for support, not bailout
09 March, 2010: Financial reform key as Obama meets with Greek leader
26 March, 2010: Q&A: Greece's financial crisis explained
28 April, 2010: Q&A: What does Greece's debt rating downgrade mean
30 April, 2010: Greece facing deeper cuts as price of bailout
5 May, 2010: Merkel: Europe's future at stake in Greek crisis
09 May, 2010: IMF approves $40B loan for Greece
10 May, 2010: Global markets surge on eurozone rescue plan
14 May, 2010: Unrest in Greece shouldn't scare off tourists, experts say
21 May, 2010: Germany backs bailout as EU hosts crisis talks
29 September, 2010: Explainer: Why Europe is protesting
11 November, 2010: Nothing can hold Greece back, prime minister says
Articles from  New York Daily News
3 March, 2010: Greece: We'll be doing a painful, new $6.5B austerity plan to deal with debt crisis
11 March, 2010: Striking workers riot in Greece over debt austerity plan
23 April, 2010: Athens asks for activation of Eurozone-IMF financial rescue package
27 April, 2010: Greece's new junk status, Goldman Sachs woes send Wall Street tumbling
28 April, 2010: Whew! The 'fear of contagion' over Greece's debt crisis ebbs as bailout package 
grows
28 April, 2010: German Chancellor Merkel calls for faster Greek bailout as euro falls
1 May, 2010: May Day rallies explode into riots in Greece
4 May, 2010: Stocks plunge around the world over fears that Europe can't contain Greece's debt 
crisis
6 May, 2010: Greece: Our only hope is a bailout
6 May, 2010: Huge protests break out as Greece approves drastic budget cuts
6  May, 2010: Dow plunges, dropping below 10,000 briefly, as fears of Greece's debt crisis 
plague markets
7 May, 2010: European leaders try to do damage control on Greek debt crisis news
17 May, 2010: Greece may consider suing U.S. investment banks for their role in debt crisis
20 May, 2010: Unclear about Greece's debt debacle? Check out this timeline of events
27 May, 2010: Swarm of frogs force Greek police to close major highway in northern Greece
25 June, 2010: Greece to sell off island land to save economy: report; Greece denies these 
allegations
29 September, 2010: Thousands erupt in protest across Europe as burden of EU debt grows out of
control
24 November, 2010: Europe's deepening debt crisis sparks a day of protests, strikes and clashes 
with police
Articles from  New York Post  :
10 February, 2010: Marts rally as EU bears gift for Greece
17 February, 2010: Blast proves Greeks miffed
18 February, 2010: Goldman's Greek grab; Firm hid troubled nation's debt to boost returns
23 February, 2010: Greece-y swaps; Goldman defends its role in Greek crisis
25 February, 2010: Ancient history; Greeks blame Germans as situation worsens
26 February, 2010: Target: Goldman; US probing firm's trades for Greek government
5 March, 2010: The Grecian earn; Bond offer gets $20B in bids for troubled country
8 March, 2010: Greece gains backing from France
10 March, 2010: It's all Greek to NY; Albany repeating Athens' errors
13 March, 2010: A big, fat EU $34B bailout
12 March, 2010: Greece fire! Athens anger boils over
19 March, 2010: Powers split on Greece debt
23 March, 2010: Greek aid not needed yet: Merkel
25 March, 2010: The dollar's danger; A debt-driven collapse?
1 April, 2010: Greece to tap US and Asia
7 April, 2010: Greece skids; Fresh debt fears rock Athens
16 April, 2010: Greek tax ax cuts to bone; Portugal worries deepening
23 April, 2010: Greeks eye Herculean efforts to avoid default
24 April, 2010: Greece's plea for bailout ignites clashes in Athens
24 April, 2010: Greece faces task of mythic proportions
29 April, 2010: Rhodes to ruin; Greek bailout soars to $158B; S&P slams Spain
2 May, 2010: EU agrees to bail out Greece
2 May, 2010: New Greek profits; IMF $$ may raise marts from ruin
3 May, 2010: Deal $aves Greece, unions vow no peace
4 May, 2010: Shock troops of bankruptcy
5 May, 2010: 3 dead during Greek riots
6 May, 2010: Greek tragedy as mob kills 3
7 May, 2010: Panic puts Dow into a nose dive
8 May, 2010: We're bailing out Greece
10 May, 2010: Operation Euro; Europe approves $968B for rescue package
13 May, 2010: Bailout madness; From GM to Greece, the lies keep growing
16 May, 2010: Folly of the Euro 'state'
16 May, 2010: Greece may target US banks in legal action
23 May, 2010: Euro trash-ed; Socialism's benefit burden may break the EU
25 May, 2010: Don't mourn the euro; It's always been anti-American
27 May, 2010: Why Obama's sinking in the polls
31 May, 2010: Debt worry for France
5 July, 2010: Where the Germans get it right
2 November, 2010: Package intercepted at German leader's office contained explosives
4 November, 2010: Greek police intercept parcel bomb bound for French embassy
20 December, 2010: It's Europe's crisis; Saving the euro is up to them
Articles from the BBC
8 January, 2010: Greece raises taxes on alcohol and tobacco 
29 January, 2010: Davos, 2010: Mounting fears over Greek public finances 
3 February, 2010: Could Greece be expelled from the eurozone? 
3 February, 2010: Greece unveils austerity programme to cut deficit 
3 February, 2010: Greek President Karolos Papoulias wins second term 
10 February, 2010: Greece on a knife-edge ahead of euro-crisis meeting
11 February, 2010: Euro fighters - Greek unions battle austerity plan
11 February, 2010: EU ready to help Greece over debts 
12 February, 2010: Greek PM Papandreou calls EU response 'timid' 
16 February, 2010: Greece told to make more spending cuts 
17 February, 2010: Greece defends complex Goldman Sachs debt swap 
26 February, 2010: Greek budget revenues better than expected in January 
3 March, 2010: Euro rises against the dollar on Greek austerity plan 
3 March, 2010: Greece backs new round of tax rises and spending cuts 
4 March, 2010: Athens protests at Greek debt measures
4 March, 2010: Greece should sell islands to cut debt - Merkel allies 
5 March, 2010: Greek protesters clash with police over debt measures
5 March, 2010: Greece does not need financial aid, says Angela Merkel 
13 March, 2010: EU close to Greece bail-out deal, officials say 
17 March, 2010: Merkel supports eurozone 'red card' 
19 March, 2010: Greece debt solution needed now, says EC 
22 March, 2010: Greek economy 'to worsen' in, 2010 says central bank 
25 March, 2010: EU talks on Greece's debt overshadows national day
25 March, 2010: EU leaders set to discuss Euro and Greece debt crisis
25 March, 2010: Barroso urges eurozone states to agree on Greek aid 
26 March, 2010: Euro strengthens after EU agrees Greece deal 
26 March, 2010: Euro strengthens after EU agrees Greece deal
26 March, 2010: Merkel praises eurozone deal to help Greece 
29 March, 2010: Greece raises 5bn euros from bond issue 
8 April, 2010: The Greece debt crisis is far from over 
8 April, 2010: ECB keeps eurozone interest rates at 1% 
9 April, 2010: Greece rescue hope sends euro and stocks higher 
9 April, 2010: Greece crisis: Why is Europe not stepping in? 
12 April, 2010: Greece offered 30bn euros loan by eurozone 
13 April, 2010: Greece bond issue clears test of investors' confidence 
23 April, 2010: Greece calls on EU-IMF rescue loans 
23 April, 2010: Greece IMF loans are now for real 
24 April, 2010: Greek crisis hangs over IMF talks
24 April, 2010: US urges quick action on Greece at IMF meeting 
25 April, 2010: IMF chief Strauss-Kahn tries to ease Greece fears 
26 April, 2010: Greece crisis hits investor confidence again 
27 April, 2010: Greek bonds rated 'junk' by Standard & Poor's 
28 April, 2010: 'It's a really desperate situation here'
28 April, 2010: Could the UK face the same problems as Greece?
28 April, 2010: Greece crisis: Fears grow that it could spread 
28 April, 2010: Eurozone crisis: Greek, Portuguese and Spanish reaction 
29 April, 2010: "Fast negotiations" needed on Greek debt
29 April, 2010: Greece crisis: EU 'nears end' of Greece rescue talks
29 April, 2010: Greece crisis: Ex-Greek ministers urge eurozone action
29 April, 2010: Germany finds bailing out is hard to do
30 April, 2010: Greeks warned of austerity measures ahead 
2 May, 2010: Eurozone approves massive Greece bail-out 
2 May, 2010: Q&A: Greece's economic woes 
3 May, 2010: Is Greek crisis at turning point?
4 May, 2010: EU grapples with Greek crisis
5 May, 2010: Greece debt fears push euro to 13-month low
5 May, 2010: Greek economy 'to shrink by 3% this year'
5 May, 2010: Greek protesters urged to retreat from 'abyss' 
6 May, 2010: Greece crisis: 'Contagion risk' for UK and Europe banks
6 May, 2010: Cracks widen in Greek society 
6 May, 2010: Greek financial crisis explained
6 May, 2010: Greek parliament votes in favour of austerity measures 
6 May, 2010: South east Europe vulnerable to Greek contagion 
7 May, 2010: Global shares fall on Greece debt worries 
7 May, 2010: German parliamentary vote backs Greece bail-out funding
7 May, 2010: Merkel urged to put struggling Germans first 
7 May, 2010: Greek PM lays flowers for bank dead
8 May, 2010: Obama admits 'concerns' about Greece economy
9 May, 2010: EU finance ministers debate 'stabilisation fund' 
13 May, 2010: Stock markets climb on European deficit plans
14 May, 2010: Greek 'tax-dodging' doctors named 
18 May, 2010: Greece receives first tranche of EU bail-out loan 
21 May, 2010: EU ministers seek better economic crisis response
30 May, 2010: Second firm withdraws drugs from Greece over cuts
14 June, 2010: Greek government bonds downgraded by Moody's
13 July, 2010: Greece enjoys debt sale success
29 July, 2010: Greece orders striking lorry drivers back to work
1 August, 2010: Greek drivers vote to end strike
12 August, 2010: Greek economy shrinks a further 1.5%
7 September, 2010: Greek finance minister survives cabinet reshuffle
4 October, 2010: Greece announces new austerity measures
8 November, 2010: Eurogroup chief in call for deficit sanctions
23 November, 2010: Greece must make 'extra effort', says IMF
23 November, 2010: Viewpoint: Greece's austerity measures doomed to fail
Articles from Deutsche Welle:
17 January, 2010: European Union: Greece faces EU grilling over catastrophic deficit 
19 January, 2010: European Union: EU gives backing to Greek debt crisis plan 
20 January, 2010: Finance: Greek financial crisis causes euro to hit five-year low
23 January, 2010: European Business Week: Greek debt puts EU in a quandary 
28 January, 2010: Finance: Euro zone said to mull Greek financial rescue package
01 February, 2010: Opinion: Bailing out Greece would 'send the wrong signal' 
02 February, 2010: Finance: Germany supports Greece's plan for tackling debt crisis
03 February, 2010: Economy: EU to monitor money-saving efforts by cash-strapped Greece
03 February, 2010: Economy: EU endorses Greek budget plan
10 February, 2010: Economy: Germany contemplates handout for Greece
10 February, 2010: Economy: Greek unions strike over spending cuts
12 February, 2010: European Union: Does the Greek crisis endanger the EU's status on the world 
stage?
12 February, 2010: European Union: EU reaches agreement on plan for Greece, but markets still 
worried
16 February, 2010: Greece: The evolution of Greece's financial woes
16 February, 2010: Greece: EU ministers urge Greece to do more to rein in deficit
16 February, 2010: Economy: EU gives Greece budget plan deadline
20 February, 2010: Economy: EU nations preparing aid package for Greece, reports say 
27 February, 2010: Diplomacy: Plan for Germany to buy Greek bonds dismissed as 'nonsense'
03 March, 2010: Europe: Greece embarks on new austerity program
05 March, 2010: Finance: Berlin and Athens agree: No bailout for Greece
05 March, 2010: Reader Response: Political leaders may agree, but readers still clash over Greece
05 March, 2010: Greece: Greek protests on austerity measures continue
05 March, 2010: Greece: Postcard from Europe: Greece's financial folly
07 March, 2010: Finance: Germany to push for fund to strengthen euro-zone stability 
10 March, 2010: Finance: Support-gathering meeting with Obama a success, Greece says
11 March, 2010: Greece: Nationwide strikes cripple debt-ridden Greece - again
12 March, 2010: Greece: Anti-austerity protests in Greece turn violent
13 March, 2010: Economy: EU ministers map out Greek rescue plan
18 March, 2010: Greece: Greece may look to IMF for bailout
22 March, 2010: Politics: German government to push for tighter banking regulation 
23 March, 2010: European Union: Merkel comes under pressure over Greece rescue plan ahead 
of summit
26 March, 2010: European Union: Europe lauds Greek aid deal
31 March, 2010: European Union: Investors remain wary of Greek bond issues
09 April, 2010: Finance: ECB chief reassures markets as Greek debt crisis worsens
11 April, 2010: Greece: EU to finalize bailout deal for debt-ridden Greece
13 April, 2010: Finance: Greece in uphill struggle despite initial borrowing success
24 April, 2010: European Union: Merkel says Greek aid depends on 'credible' savings plan
25 April, 2010: Greece: Germany, France signaling hard line on Greek aid
26 April, 2010: European Union: Merkel remains cautious about handout for Greece
26 April, 2010: Finance: Political rift mounts in Germany over cash injection for Greece
26 April, 2010: Economy: German party bosses discuss details of bail-out for Greece
27 April, 2010: Economy: Europe reels from downgrade of Greek debt to 'junk status'
28 April, 2010: Greece: IMF and European Central Bank turn the screws on Germany to help 
Greece
28 April, 2010: Correspondents report: Greek debt crisis deepens intensifying pressure on 
Germany
28 April, 2010: European Union: Greece needs yet more aid to overcome debts, say officials
29 April, 2010: Greece: Greek bailout divides French and German populations
29 April, 2010: Greece: Economic summit places euro recovery at heart of Greek bailout
29 April, 2010: European Union: Greek downgrade sends investor confidence into a spiral
29 April, 2010: Press Review: Press review: Germany divided over Greek bailout
30 April, 2010: European Union: Hopes of a rescue deal for Greece mount ahead of a key EU 
meeting
02 May, 2010: Politics: EU Commission backs Greek rescue deal
03 May, 2010: Finance: Merkel defends 22-billion-euro bailout for Athens
04 May, 2010: Finance: Greece prepares for a second day of strikes 
05 May, 2010: Correspondents report: Merkel appeals to parliament to support the Greek rescue 
package
05 May, 2010: Greece: Chancellor Merkel defends position as parliament debates Greece bailout
06 May, 2010: Economy: New clashes as Greek parliament passes austerity package
06 May, 2010: Finance: Dossier: Greek financial tragedy
06 May, 2010: Greece: Greek parliament to vote on controversial austerity measures
06 May, 2010: Banking: German banks not taking real risk by aiding Greece, critics say
07 May, 2010: Finance: Anglo-American rating agencies come under fire in Europe
07 May, 2010: Greek Lessons: Learning from the Crisis?
07 May, 2010: Economy: German parliament gives thumbs up to Greece aid package
07 May, 2010: Economy: French parliament approves Greek aid ahead of German vote
11 May, 2010: European Ties: Majority of Germans support Greek aid
13 May, 2010: Terrorism: Bomb blast rocks Athens amid heightened tensions
14 May, 2010: European Union: Ackermann interview sparks debate on Greek rescue
19 May, 2010: Travel: Greek tourism put to the test by debt crisis
20 May, 2010: Transatlantic Relations: Greek bailout emerges as election campaign topic in the 
US
20 May, 2010: Finance: Merkel sticks to her guns, calls for global market reform
31 May, 2010: Tourism: Greek tourism suffers after strikes and violence in Athens
11 June, 2010: European Union: Debt crisis exposes the euro's flaws but divorce is not an option
24 June, 2010: Tourism: Tourism in times of crisis: Greece hopes, worries
29 June, 2010: Strikes: Clashes reported in Athens as thousands protest debt measures
02 July, 2010: Banking: Signs look good for banks, but not everyone thinks crisis is over 
06 July, 2010: Correspondents report: Commission takes plans for EU fiscal coordination to 
European parliament 
15 July, 2010: Greece: Flights to and from Greece grounded as country faces more strikes 
05 August, 2010: Finance: International team gives Greece thumbs up over austerity reforms
06 August, 2010: Europe: Hedge fund speculators retreat as euro holds fast
12 August, 2010: Defense: Probe into German-Greek arms deals reveals murky side of defense 
sales
15 August, 2010: Economy: Westerwelle sees room for tax cuts on back of robust growth
19 August, 2010: Labor Market: Greece concludes civil servant census as further cuts loom
07 September, 2010: Greece: Greek prime minister shuffles cabinet
13 September, 2010: Greece: Papandreou confident as officials arrive for Greek financial 
checkup
04 October, 2010: Investment: China offers Greece cash injection to tackle debt crisis
07 October, 2010: Greece: Greek civil servants strike to protest against austerity measures
29 October, 2010: European Union: Partial victory for Merkel at European Union summit
05 November, 2010: Finance: EU eyes tougher regulation for credit rating agencies
06 November, 2010: Elections: Greek regional elections to test government's support
15 November, 2010: Economy: Greek PM: German proposals put squeeze on debt-laden 
countries
23 November, 2010: Greece on fiscal track, but must make deeper cuts, lenders say
15 December, 2010: Greece: Strikes in Greece turn violent as protesters clash with riot police
21 December, 2010: Finance: Countries in deep debt should dump euro, investor says
23 December, 2010: Greek parliament approves tough new austerity plan
Articles from  The Economist  :
3 February, 2010: : Greece's troubles: In search of credibility
4 February, 2010: : Greece's sovereign-debt crunch: A very European crisis
9 February, 2010: : European debt worries: Why fret about Greece?
10 February, 2010: Greek debt, strikes and reform: Pick your own metaphor
11 February, 2010: Bail outs and Germany: A political pledge to rescue Greece, for now
11 February, 2010: Greek finances: The labours of Hercules
11 February, 2010: : EU summit on Greece: A half-hearted effort
16 February, 2010: : Greek debt: Crisis to take a month off 
18 February, 2010: : Greece and the euro: Leant on: The euro zone’s rescue plan for Greece is 
flawed
3 March, 2010: : Debt, deficits and growth: The Greeks have another go
4 March, 2010: : Greece's fiscal crisis: Now comes the pain
4 March, 2010: Sovereign debt: Greek drama
8 March, 2010: Empathy in short supply: Greece: not a simple fable about ants and crickets
9 March, 2010: European indecision: Why is Germany talking about a European Monetary Fund?
23 March, 2010: Letting Greece sink a bit deeper: Why Greece is not suffering quite enough yet 
25 March, 2010: The crisis in Greece: Sound and fury: Gloom today may turn into anger 
tomorrow 
25 March, 2010: Greece's bail-out maths: Safety not
26 March, 2010: The Greek economy: A ruinous picture
26 March, 2010: The EU and Greece: How to help
31 March, 2010: : Bailing out Greece: Smoke and mirrors
8 April, 2010: Greece's deepening debt crisis: The wax melts
8 April, 2010: The EU bears no gifts for Greece: The EU's Greek bailout: just who is in charge? 
9 April, 2010: Greece's debt crisis: Beaten up: Greece's bonds are in bad shape
9 April, 2010: Sovereign debt: Greece is the word
9 April, 2010: A Greek bailout draws nearer: When fear is helpful: the politics of austerity
11 April, 2010: Europe's Greek rescue plan: The skies brighten over Greece
12 April, 2010: Greek debt: Not enough
13 April, 2010: Greek debt: Why do we care about Greece?
15 April, 2010: Greece's debt crisis: Three years to save the euro
15 April, 2010: Greece's sovereign-debt crisis: Still in a spin
15 April, 2010: Sovereign debt: The Greek disease 
21 April, 2010: Greek debt: Picking up momentum 
22 April, 2010: Strikes and unions: You ain't seen nothing yet
22 April, 2010: Sovereign debt: Hellas in a handbasket 
22 April, 2010: Sovereign debt crisis: Greece is the word
23 April, 2010: Bailing out Greece: An extreme necessity
23 April, 2010: Greek debt: End, Act I
28 April, 2010: Greece's debt crisis: On the edge of the abyss
29 April, 2010: Germany and Greece: Neither a borrower nor a lender be
29 April, 2010: The euro crisis: Germany versus Greece 
29 April, 2010: Greek debt: Help is on the way 
29 April, 2010: :  Europe's sovereign-debt crisis:  Acropolis now
29 April, 2010: : The euro zone's debt crisis: The cracks spread and widen
2 May, 2010: The EU rescue for Greece: Europe agrees a "shock and awe" bail-out for Greece 
6 May, 2010: Greece's woes and the neighbours: Greased up
6 May, 2010: Currencies: Green back: In a world of ugly currencies, the dollar is sitting pretty
6 May, 2010: Buttonwood: Greek chorus of boos
6 May, 2010: The Greek crisis: The sad end of the party
6 May, 2010: The chaos after Greece's rescue: Coming to a city near you?
6 May, 2010: :  The euro zone's debt crisis:  Fear spreads
6 May, 2010: :  The chaos after Greece's rescue:  Coming to a city near you?
6 May, 2010: : Greece's woes and the neighbours: Greased up
13 May, 2010: Ireland's economy: At least it's not Greece
13 May, 2010: Debt crisis: America: really not like Greece
20 May, 2010: The euro crisis: Germany: Europe's fed-up sugar daddy
24 May, 2010: The Greek debt crisis: Bad news for everyone
16 June, 2010: Slovakia and the Greek bailout: Another headache
28 June, 2010: Hellhole Estonia: "Social war" in Estonia? Or delusion in Greece?
8 July, 2010: : The future of Europe: Staring into the abyss
15 July, 2010: Greece's debt auction: An uneasy calm:  
29 July, 2010: : European banks: Judgment daze
5 August, 2010: Greece's reforms: One down, 69 to go
13 August, 2010: Greece's continuing recession: A hard slog ahead
13 August, 2010: Slovakia and Greece: Slovakia's revolt against solidarity
7 September, 2010: Greece's cabinet reshuffle: Papandreou plays to his party 
30 September, 2010: : Charlemagne: Economic sanctions? Yes, please
21 October, 2010: : Charlemagne: The treat of treaties
4 November, 2010: Greece's economic troubles: Pasok and its discontents
18 November, 2010: :  Greece's budgetary woes:  A long odyssey
18 November, 2010: : Charlemagne: Gang that can't shoot straight
2 December, 2010: : Germany and the euro: We don't want no transfer union
9 December, 2010: : European banks: The last idealists
10 December, 2010: Greece and the euro: Greek dreams and euro realities
17 December, 2010: Europe's debt crisis: No solutions, if they can help it
Articles from  Forbes
15 January, 2010: International: The Greece Dilemma
19 January, 2010: Global Economy: Give Greece A Chance
27 January, 2010: Opinion: Greek Tragedy's Next Act
28 January, 2010: Doctor Doom: The Greece Dilemma
3 February, 2010: Trouble In Greece: Why Germany Is Failing Greece
9 February, 2010: Europe Markets Brief: Trichet To Greece's Rescue?
9 February, 2010: Markets Brief: Greece Rescue Report Saves Stocks
10 February, 2010: The Greek Tragedy: Will Greece Be Rescued?
11 February, 2010: Markets Brief: Wall Street Shrugs At Greek Rescue
11 February, 2010: Markets Brief: Stocks Gain On Jobless Drop, Greek Rescue Hopes
11 February, 2010: Markets Brief: Greece Plan, Jobless Claims Lift Markets
12 February, 2010: Opinions: Dithering Over Greece
12 February, 2010: Debt: Greek Crisis Hits Corporate Credit
16 February, 2010: Commentary: A Greek Solution For A Greek Problem
16 February, 2010: Expert View: European Crisis: Take It In Stride
17 February, 2010: Capital: Beware Of Greeks Seeking Gifts
17 February, 2010: Money: Greece Is Not Lehman Brothers
18 February, 2010: Doctor Doom: An IMF Rescue For Greece?
18 February, 2010: Goldman Sachs Shorted Greek Debt After It Arranged Those Shady Swaps
22 February, 2010: Greek Tragedy Haunts Japan
23 February, 2010: Treasury Debt: America's Greek Shield
25 February, 2010: Trouble In Greece: How Far Will Greek Contagion Spread?
25 February, 2010: Markets Brief: Stocks Plummet On Greek Warning
25 February, 2010: Bank On A Greek Bailout: Matthew Craft
3 March, 2010: Europe Markets Brief: The New Grecian Austerity
4 March, 2010: Reuters: Greece Launches Critical Debt Issue
4 March, 2010: International: Greece's Exit Remains Unlikely
4 March, 2010: Opinions: Europe Eats Humble Pi
8 March, 2010: Reuters: Sarkozy: Europe Will Stand By Greece
8 March, 2010: Crisis In Greece: The Latest Political Accessory: A Crisis Fund
8 March, 2010: : The Greek Debt Crisis Was Resolved By A Confidence Game
8 March, 2010: Greece And Its Bad Company
9 March, 2010: Crisis In Greece: Greece Calls On Obama
18 March, 2010: Europe Markets Brief: Doubts On Greece Hurt Euro
18 March, 2010: Crisis In Greece: Smart, Greek Brinkmanship
18 March, 2010: Markets Brief: Street Shuffles On Mixed Economic Reports
19 March, 2010: Opinions: Fiddling While Athens Burns
24 March, 2010: INVESTING :s: Greece-Style Trouble Spreads To Portugal
25 March, 2010: Doctor Doom: No Greece In The American Machine
26 March, 2010: Europe Markets Brief: Greece Plan Is No Big Deal
26 March, 2010: Markets Brief: Greece Is Ancient News, Stocks Pop And Flop
8 April, 2010: Crisis In Greece: Leaking Greek Banks
12 April, 2010: Intelligent Investing: Greece Is Still In Trouble
15 April, 2010: Betting Against The Greek Bailout
16 April, 2010: Currencies: Greece Revives Debate Over Euro
22 April, 2010: Markets Brief: Stocks Sink On Greek Worries, Verizon Miss
22 April, 2010: European Debt: After Greece
23 April, 2010: The Greek Debt Crisis: Greece Cries For Help, Market Waits For Reply
23 April, 2010: Commentary: Greek Loan Would Violate IMF Charter
26 April, 2010: Forget Greece
26 April, 2010: Greek Drama: No Guarantees On Greek Relief
26 April, 2010: Markets Brief: Stocks Slip On Greece, But Dow Stays Green
27 April, 2010: Markets Brief: Greek Downgrade Makes For Slippery Slope
29 April, 2010: INVESTING : s: Rating Agencies: Damned If They Downgrade, Damned If They
Don't
29 April, 2010: Commentary: Let Greece Default
30 April, 2010: StreetTalk With Bob Lenzner: Smart Money Is Short Debt Of Greece, Spain, 
Portugal And Japan
4 May, 2010: The European Union: Greece Bailout Reveals E.U. Problems
4 May, 2010: Money: Greece Bailout Plan Represents Triumph Of The Euro
4 May, 2010: Markets Brief: Stocks Plunge On Fresh Greek Debt Concerns
4 May, 2010: Markets Brief: Greek Woes Drive Retreat For U.S. Markets
4 May, 2010: The Greek Debt Crisis: Europe's Three Blind Mice
4 May, 2010: Gold: Even Without Greece, Gold Still Shines
4 May, 2010: Did You Hear The One About The Greek Bailout?
4 May, 2010: Markets Brief: What Rescue? Greek Bailout No Salve For Markets
4 May, 2010: Markets Brief: Stocks Slammed Again By Greece Fears
5 May, 2010: Markets Brief: Greek Troubles Stunt U.S. Stocks
5 May, 2010: INVESTING s: Greek Contagion Catching Like Wildfire
5 May, 2010: INVESTING The Gift Of The Greeks Is A Weaker Euro
5 May, 2010: Greece Needs To Exit The Euro Zone
5 May, 2010: : Greece Saved For Now But Eurozone Not Safe Yet
6 May, 2010: Markets Brief: Stocks Still Slipping On Greek Turmoil
6 May, 2010: Markets Brief: Stocks Plummet Under Greek Pressure
6 May, 2010: Markets Brief: Greek Unrest Hammers U.S. Stocks
6 May, 2010: : Greek Woes Or Trader's Mistake? Take Your Pick
7 May, 2010: : What Will Happen If Greece Defaults? Insights From Theory And Reality
7 May, 2010: INVESTING : Greek Tragedy Or "Sell In May" Rule
7 May, 2010: PERSONAL FINANCE : : What the Greek Crisis Means for American Travelers
7 May, 2010: Intelligent Investing: Greece Is A Game-Changer
7 May, 2010: U.S. Equities: Greek Dramatics Drag Dow Lower For The Week
10 May, 2010: INVESTING : Sell Greece, Buy Germany
11 May, 2010: Managing Money: Kiss Of The Greek Butterfly
12 May, 2010: Adviser Soapbox: An American Greek Tragedy
12 May, 2010: E.U. Debt Woes Could Cut U.S. Profits
14 May, 2010: Commentary: Greece's Hat Trick: Tax Collection
17 May, 2010: : Understanding The Eurozone Crisis
18 May, 2010: INVESTING : : Austerity - The New Worrisome Buzz Word!
20 May, 2010: International: Greek Crisis Stirs Debate
21 May, 2010: INVESTING : : Greece: A Good Excuse To Sell Stocks?
22 May, 2010: INVESTING : European Leaders, Wake Up!
1 June, 2010: INVESTING : : Greece and the Gulf Oil Spill Scare Investors in May
2 June, 2010: Capital: This Greek Tragedy Is Only Beginning
15 June, 2010: INVESTING : Moody's Move Boosts Greece's Borrowing Costs
15 June, 2010: INVESTING : Gold ETFs For A Greek Tragedy
15 June, 2010: Will Europe's Debt Crisis Hurt The U.S.?
18 June, 2010: Prepared for the Worst: Rating Agencies Quick On The Draw With BP, Greece 
Cuts
24 June, 2010: International: Greece's Largest Banks Look Safe
15 July, 2010: International: Greece Bites The Bullet On Pension Reform
29 September, 2010: Europe Markets Brief: Euro Stabilizes As Strikes Shake Markets
19 October, 2010: Commentary: Greece After The Fall
17 November, 2010: EURO, A Crazy Currency Crisis
28 November, 2010: : Greece Ain't So Bad
2 December, 2010: Doctor Doom: A Spanish Inquisition
2 December, 2010: Managing Money: The Rain in Spain Falls Mainly On Us
Articles from  the Daily Mail
29 January, 2010: Greece denies bailout deal as Darling promises to 'provide whatever assistance'
is appropriate
5 February, 2010: Euro plummets to a seven-month low
7 February, 2010: Taking stock: Greek crisis hits markets
8 February, 2010: G7 warns IMF not to interfere in Greece
8 February, 2010: Greek debt bailout could hit £26bn
8 February, 2010: European markets rocked by crisis fears
8 February, 2010: Greek bailout could hit £26bn, warn economists
8 February, 2010: Bonds take beating as UK is lumped with troubled trio
9 February, 2010: Traders splash £5 billion betting against the euro as the single currency falters 
amid debt crisis
9 February, 2010: Bonds fall as UK lumped with troubled trio
9 February, 2010: EU leaders to meet amid Greek chaos
10 February, 2010: Chickens are coming home to roost for the euro's deluded cheerleaders
10 February, 2010: FTSE close: Aviva, Lloyds, Reckitt higher
10 February, 2010: Riot police fire tear gas on protesters in Athens as EU plans Greek bailout
10 February, 2010: Europe close to agreeing Greek rescue
11 February, 2010: Risks for do-nothing European Union
11 February, 2010: Will Greek crisis cost the UK £3.5bn?
11 February, 2010: Euro wobbles in murk over Greece deal
12 February, 2010: EU draws curtain on Greek tragedy
12 February, 2010: Hubris and why chickens are coming home to roost for the euro's deluded 
cheerleaders
12 February, 2010: Greece debt crisis: Why should Britain bail them out?
12 February, 2010: Merlin latest to put float plans on ice
12 February, 2010: Footsie falls fail to scare off bulls
12 February, 2010: EU draws curtain on Greek tragedy
12 February, 2010: The euro? It's a great success, says Mandy as Greece turmoil sends single 
currency into worst ever crisis
12 February, 2010: New Look halts IPO plans as investors flinch from risk
13 February, 2010: Collapse of the euro is 'inevitable': Bailing out the Greek economy futile, says
FRENCH banking chief
14 February, 2010: Euro myths go up in smoke
14 February, 2010: Greece accepts the need for austerity amid debt crisis
15 February, 2010: Spanish intelligence probe 'debt attacks' blamed for sabotaging country's 
economy
15 February, 2010: Greece's finance minister warns of 'Titanic mess' amid debt crisis
15 February, 2010: Goldman's tentacles
16 February, 2010: How Goldman helped Greece hide its debts
16 February, 2010: Goldman Sachs in new storm over secret deal to mask Greek debts
17 February, 2010: Pressure on Darling to join bail-out of Greece after non-euro member Sweden
offers cash
19 February, 2010: Greece lines up new debt agency chief
22 February, 2010: Greece: We're all in debt crisis together
25 February, 2010: Greece blames Nazi thieves for debt crisis
25 February, 2010: The Nazis took our gold, they should at least thank us': Greek deputy PM's 
extraordinary attack on Germany over debt crisis
25 February, 2010: Fears of Greek default send European shares down
26 February, 2010: Euro in danger as Greece crisis deepens
26 February, 2010: A plot to bring down the euro
27 February, 2010: Man who broke the Bank of England, George Soros, 'at centre of hedge funds 
plot to cash in on fall of the euro'
1 March, 2010: EU finance chief tells Greece it must cut its deficit amid talk of European rescue 
package
3 March, 2010: Greece 'might still ask for IMF bailout' as nation braces for fresh round of 
spending cuts
4 March, 2010: Greek £4.4bn tax rise to beat deficit
5 March, 2010: Greece should sell its islands and the Acropolis to pay debts, German MPs 
suggest
5 March, 2010: Greece told to sell off islands to pay debts
5 March, 2010: We give you cash, you give us Corfu!' German MPs suggest Greece sell its 
islands (and the Acropolis) to pay off its debt
8 March, 2010: Greece will not need a bailout, claims IMF head
9 March, 2010: Europe Monetary Fund gets EC backing
11 March, 2010: Greece rocked by riots as up to 60,000 people take to streets to protest against 
government
13 March, 2010: Greece gets a £22bn bailout
15 March, 2010: UK 'will end up rescuing Greece'
16 March, 2010: Eurozone in bid to end Greek tragedy
22 March, 2010: Help Greece': EC President urges Angela Merkel to agree rescue package to 
protect euro
24 March, 2010: CITY INTERVIEW: Cool Lagarde fights to quell the euro crisis
24 March, 2010: Euro falls as Portugal's ratings are cut and EU struggles to agree on Greece
25 March, 2010: Despite its current economic woes, Greece is still cashing in on second homes
5 April, 2010: Berlin wants 6.5% on Greek bailout loans
6 April, 2010: Germany won't bail us out due to 'racial prejudice' that we don't work hard, says 
Greek deputy PM in new outburst to fuel row
8 April, 2010: Greece 'must beg IMF for cash', leading credit agency says
9 April, 2010: Greece on the euro precipice amid debt crisis
10 April, 2010: Greece on the brink after credit rating blow
12 April, 2010: Europe seals £39bn rescue for Greece
12 April, 2010: Euro jumps as Greece gets €30bn bailout
12 April, 2010: Bailout for Greece 'puts euro at risk'
12 April, 2010: EU bail-out of Greece's sinking economy 'just postpones day of reckoning' (and 
will cost British taxpayers £600m)
13 April, 2010: £40bn bailout 'will not save Greece from another crisis'
13 April, 2010: Bailout for Greece 'puts euro at risk'
14 April, 2010: Greece reaps £690m from debt auction
15 April, 2010: Rescue plan for Greek economy is thrown into doubt amid claims it breaches the 
Maastricht treaty
16 April, 2010: Could Germany quit euro over Greece crisis?
21 April, 2010: Greece in talks with IMF to hammer out debt rescue package details
22 April, 2010: No escape from Greek woes
23 April, 2010: Greece takes loans after confidence collapses
25 April, 2010: Pressure grows for Greece to quit euro
26 April, 2010: FTSE preview: Shares welcome Greek loan
26 April, 2010: Monday view: Med meltdown threatens all
26 April, 2010: Holiday prices set to fall in Greece as country battles financial meltdown
26 April, 2010: Greece hit by new riots as pressure grows to quit euro
26 April, 2010: Greek woe results in cheap holidays
27 April, 2010: Germany calls for EU's Greek rescue package to be ready by May 19 as 
uncertainty drives borrowing costs to 12-year high
27 April, 2010: Euro's Herculean struggle
28 April, 2010: Greece's debt crisis a reality check for Britain
28 April, 2010: Euroland warning for Britain
28 April, 2010: Footsie panics as Greek debt made junk
28 April, 2010: FTSE close: Banks battered by debt nerves
28 April, 2010: Banks risk £100bn in eurozone crisis
29 April, 2010: Greece crisis is compared to the 'ebola virus' as cost of bailout rises to £105bn 
and IMF warns problem could spread across EU
29 April, 2010: UK banks risk £100bn in eurozone crisis
29 April, 2010: This is why the Greek crisis was inevitable
30 April, 2010: Greek debt crisis: could it happen in the UK?
30 April, 2010: UK parallels with Greece 'misguided'
30 April, 2010: Euro doubts over Greece debt crisis threaten bonds
30 April, 2010: Fears grow over Greece bank run as country seeks bail-out
2 May, 2010: Greece braced for more violence as finance leaders ready to sign multi-million euro
bailout with EU
3 May, 2010: £95bn bailout for the Greeks in return for deep cuts in government spending
5 May, 2010: Debt-ridden Greece yesterday agreed the largest ever financial bailout of a country.
5 May, 2010: Germans outraged at signing biggest cheque in history to save Greece - as Athens 
plans new £16m embassy in Berlin
5 May, 2010: Rioters kill three bank workers in Athens protests as EU warns Britain's debt crisis 
will be worse than Greece's
5 May, 2010: Bank shares dumped on Greek fears
6 May, 2010: Greece riots: Acropolis and other Athens tourist attractions are closed as debt crisis 
protests continue
6 May, 2010: Look what Mr Clegg's beloved PR voting system did for Greece
6 May, 2010: Burning issue for Britain: With our deficit about to become worse than Greece's, 
anarchy and murder erupt on the streets of Athens
6 May, 2010: Greek economic crisis could spread to the UK
7 May, 2010: Moody's credit ratings agency warns Greek debt crisis could spread to UK after 
three die in battle of Athens
7 May, 2010: Euro zone leaders meet in Brussels to thrash out Greek rescue plan... and to find 
ways to stop it from happening again
7 May, 2010: Greece debt crisis wipes millions off British banks
8 May, 2010: Cut now - or we'll be the new Greece
8 May, 2010: Emergency summit as economic meltdown looms
9 May, 2010: Darling set to oppose new Euro bail-out plan
10 May, 2010: Better to die from a bullet than working: That is the mantra of pampered, lazy 
Greek rioters used to living off the state
10 May, 2010: World stock markets soar as investors welcome $1tn EU bail-out... but lameduck 
Darling leaves Britain with £10bn bill
10 May, 2010: CITY FOCUS: Can the EU scare off the wolves?
10 May, 2010: Eurozone bailout sparks stock market rally
11 May, 2010: Greeks in rush to invest in London
12 May, 2010: We are once again the schmucks of Europe!' German media's verdict as anger at 
Greek bailout swells
14 May, 2010: Euro collapse fears spark panic buying of gold
15 May, 2010: Sarkozy threatened to withdraw France from the euro unless Germany vowed to 
back Greece
18 May, 2010: Euro slumps to four-year low after new fears that cuts made to save it could stifle 
recovery
19 May, 2010: Eurozone's weakness 'threatens Britain too', warns Bank of England policymaker
19 May, 2010: Greece 'may have to quit Eurozone', warns former head of Germany's central bank
27 May, 2010: Of course we don't want a new crisis, but the euro's demise could prove to be to 
our salvation
3 June, 2010: Boost for French plans for eurozone 'economic goverment' as Van Rompuy gives 
his support
15 June, 2010: Nightmare vision for Europe as EU chief warns 'democracy could disappear' in 
Greece, Spain and Portugal
15 June, 2010: Have the sceptics been proved right about Europe?
30 June, 2010: More than half of Germans want to ditch the euro and return to the deutschmark, 
says survey
12 July, 2010: City View: Greeks plaster over the cracks
16 July, 2010: Olive oil prices to rise as Greeks stockpile
20 July, 2010: More cracks show in the eurozone
21 July, 2010: Greeks hold olive oil price in their hands
22 July, 2010: Euro zone 'heading for stagnation' after Greek debt crisis
3 September, 2010: Upwardly mobile: The country might be in debt, but luxury housing in 
Greece is on the rise
3 October, 2010: China pledges: We'll prop up the eurozone and keep Greece afloat
3 November, 2010: Face of the 'nail bomber': Greek radical accused of targeting Merkel and 
Sarkozy in Europe-wide campaign
3 November, 2010: Greece halt international mail deliveries after militants send bombs to Euro 
leaders Sarkozy, Merkel and Berlusconi
17 November, 2010: European Financial Stability Facility
4 December, 2010: If this is the sort of club the euro is becoming, perhaps Germany should 
leave': Merkel threatened to quit single currency
15 December, 2010: Greek protests descend into chaos as rioters clash with police on streets of 
Athens
23 December, 2010: Fresh humiliation for eurozone as China says it will bail out debt-ridden 
nations
Articles from  Guardian
1 March, 2010: Greece puts bond sale on hold
1 March, 2010: Greece needs deeper cuts, says EU commissioner Olli Rehn
3 March, 2010: Greece unveils radical austerity package
4 March, 2010: Greece should sell islands to keep bankruptcy at bay, say German MPs
4 March, 2010: Greece breathes a sigh of relief as 10-year bonds sale proves popular
4 March, 2010: Banks shut out of Greek bond sale: Goldman Sachs and other US banks dropped 
as transaction managers
5 March, 2010: Get up earlier, Germans tell Greeks: First Greece was told to sell islands to pay 
off its debts, now the German tabloid Bild has reminded George Papandreou of the
two countries' differences
5 March, 2010: No financial help for Greece, Merkel tells Papandreou: German chancellor 
expresses 'solidarity' for harsh austerity measures as strikes and protests hit Athens
5 March, 2010: Cash-strapped Athens goes looking for expatriate Greeks willing to bear gifts: 
Greece appeals to wealthy diaspora to bail out €300bn debt: Rich list identifies 
hundreds of multimillionaires of Greek origin
6 March, 2010: Pushing Greece into recession
8 March, 2010: Greece will come through crisis without bailout, IMF head says: Dominique 
Strauss-Kahn remains confident that Europe's leaders can resolve the Greek crisis
9 March, 2010: Greek PM to urge Barack Obama to crack down on speculators: George 
Papandreou to meet US president in latest stage of his whirlwind campaign to 
drum up support for his debt-laden country
11 March, 2010: Greek protesters clash with police: Violence erupts in Athens over swingeing 
spending cuts: General strike disrupts public and transport services
12 March, 2010: Greece debt: EU agrees bailout deal
15 March, 2010: Greece: eurozone ministers agree to rescue package: Sixteen nations approve 
financial aid but release few details of standby plan
16 March, 2010: Standard & Poor's rating for Greece suggests it has deep doubts
18 March, 2010: Greek PM gives European leaders a week to produce rescue plan
18 March, 2010: Greece warns it could go to IMF
18 March, 2010: Greek anger fuelled by cost of servicing debt
22 March, 2010: Greece's spending cuts are making debt crisis worse, says national bank
25 March, 2010: Greek bailout looks suspiciously like a sticking plaster
26 March, 2010: Angela Merkel agrees on Greece rescue package – but wants new euro rules
28 March, 2010: Greece prepares €5bn bond issue: Athens to test the markets as it seeks to pay 
down its €300bn debt crisis
29 March, 2010: Greece struggles on after weak response to bond sale
2 April, 2010: The upside of the Greek debt crisis
6 April, 2010: Greek bonds slump amid suggestions that IMF support will be spurned
7 April, 2010: Greece pins hopes on luring investors in US and far east
8 April, 2010: Wall Street lower as US job claims add to Greek worries
8 April, 2010: Investors rush to sell Greek bonds: Market turmoil hits the euro and adds to fears 
of economic collapse in Greece
9 April, 2010: Compass climbs on US deal talk while Greek hopes lift FTSE
9 April, 2010: Crisis-hit Greece downgraded by Fitch
9 April, 2010: EU can't afford to let Greece fail: Greece's collapse would come at a horrendous 
social and economic cost to the European Union
11 April, 2010: EU ministers agree Greek bailout terms
11 April, 2010: Greek prime minister George Papandreou shows coolness under pressure
12 April, 2010: Euro rallies after ministers agree Greece bailout terms
12 April, 2010: Greece bailout: What the analysts say
13 April, 2010: Greece passes latest test with debt sale
13 April, 2010: Greek wealth finds a home in London
14 April, 2010: German roots of Greek crisis remain
15 April, 2010: Greek bonds fall further
15 April, 2010: Greek pride gives way to realism as debt crisis grows
15 April, 2010: Greece is the first domino to fall, but are others far behind?
15 April, 2010: Greece asks for IMF-EU rescue talks
15 April, 2010: Greece has no option but to take the money: It can't default. It can't devalue. The 
IMF is the only solution
15 April, 2010: Greek concern sends euro lower
16 April, 2010: Argentina to repay 2001 debt as Greece struggles to avoid default
16 April, 2010: Fury in Greece over IMF intervention
16 April, 2010: Hedge funds won't take a risk on Greece this time
19 April, 2010: The UK isn't so different from Greece: a financial crisis could happen here too
19 April, 2010: Greek bailout talks on hold as volcanic debris delays flights
19 April, 2010: Is IMF bailout for Greece worth it?
19 April, 2010: Greek borrowing reaches record high: Bailout package talks delayed by volcano 
crisis
20 April, 2010: Greek borrowing costs soar to new highs
22 April, 2010: FTSE falls after Greek deficit revised higher
23 April, 2010: Greek debt fears push euro to year-low against dollar
23 April, 2010: Greece activates €45bn EU/IMF loans
23 April, 2010: Blame and the Greek bailout
23 April, 2010: Delays mean Greece's financial pain will continue
25 April, 2010: Greece bailout casts shadow over G20 talks
25 April, 2010: Greek bailout not limited to €45bn, ministers warn
26 April, 2010: FTSE boosted by Greek rescue efforts
26 April, 2010: Greece tries to allay debt default fears as investors shun bonds
26 April, 2010: German opposition to Greek debt bailout gathers pace
27 April, 2010: Greece can fight back against neoliberals
27 April, 2010: Greece may need €150bn rescue, analyst warns
27 April, 2010: Standard & Poor's downgrade Greek credit rating to junk status
28 April, 2010: Greek debt crisis: IMF chief to woo Germany over bailout deal
28 April, 2010: Angela Merkel is riding Germans' anger at Greece
28 April, 2010: Greek debt crisis reaction: 'This could be bigger than anyone thought'
28 April, 2010: Greece debt crisis: the role of credit rating agencies
28 April, 2010: Greece debt crisis FAQ: Why is Greece still in crisis? Don't the bankers deserve 
it? Could the UK be next?
28 April, 2010: Crisis-hit Greece may be the first domino
28 April, 2010: Debt crisis: UK banks sitting on £100bn exposure to Greece, Spain and Portugal
28 April, 2010: Greek debt crisis: Euro leaders call emergency summit to avert meltdown
28 April, 2010: Greek debt crisis: Europe feels shockwaves as bailout falters
 29 April, 2010: Greece crisis – as it happened
29 April, 2010: Greece nears deal over '€120bn rescue'
29 April, 2010: Greece wouldn't find it easy to leave the euro
30 April, 2010: Views on the news: Greek debt crisis and Goldman Sachs
30 April, 2010: Greek bailout plan: optimism grows ahead of Sunday meeting
30 April, 2010: Angela Merkel is pushing Greece beyond the pain threshold
30 April, 2010: Greek rescue is a matter of national survival, says Papandreou
1 May, 2010: Repeat with us: Spain is not Greece
1 May, 2010: Is Greece the eurozone's canary in the coalmine?
2 May, 2010: Greece erupts in violent protest as citizens face a future of harsh austerity
2 May, 2010: Greece's George Papandreou announces €140bn bailout deal
2 May, 2010: Greece wins widespread support for boldness of reform plans
2 May, 2010: Greece still has a choice: It could abandon the euro and default on the bulk of its 
debt. After all, it worked for Argentina
2 May, 2010: Public sector workers to pay a heavy price for Greek bailout
3 May, 2010: Greece: The default option: For Greece and other cash-strapped nations, bankruptcy
seems to be the ultimate fear. But should it be?
3 May, 2010: Greece: EU must prevent social domino effect
3 May, 2010: How will Greece's tragedy end?
4 May, 2010: Greece's €110bn bailout gets lukewarm reception from financial markets
4 May, 2010: Greek crisis pushes gold to record high
4 May, 2010: FTSE falls to lowest level since March on Greek woes, but Inmarsat flies
4 May, 2010: Greek rescue fears hit global stock markets
4 May, 2010: Greek protesters storm the Acropolis
4 May, 2010: Greece debt crisis deferred, not cured
5 May, 2010: Greece debt crisis: timeline
5 May, 2010: FTSE falters again on Greek woes, while BA is hit by ash cloud again
5 May, 2010: Greek bailout: Athens burns – and crisis strikes at heart of the EU
6 May, 2010: Greek debt crisis: coalition won't solve anything
6 May, 2010: Venezuela is not Greece
6 May, 2010: Moody's warns of Greek debt crisis creating new UK credit crunch
6 May, 2010: Greece approves sweeping austerity measures
6 May, 2010: Greek debt crisis: death and destruction in Athens
6 May, 2010: Greek debt crisis: how did the Greek economy get into such a mess?
7 May, 2010: Eurozone talks battle to stem global crisis over Greek rescue plan
7 May, 2010: German parliament backs Greece rescue plan: Bill to support Greek bailout was 
passed by 390 votes to 72
7 May, 2010: Nightmare scenario: Greek fallout and shifting sands
7 May, 2010: Greek profligacy, pensions and perks cost nation dear
8 May, 2010: Greek bailout is a small price to pay to protect us all
9 May, 2010: The Greek spirit of resistance turns its guns on the IMF
9 May, 2010: Greece: 'People are very angry. They want to see justice done'
10 May, 2010: EU ministers agree €500bn fund to save euro from disaster
10 May, 2010: Angela Merkel pays at the polls for Greek aid
12 May, 2010: Greek debt crisis: IMF predicts more pain for Athens
13 May, 2010: Greek debt crisis: Let's not return to the status quo
16 May, 2010: Greece to name and shame rich tax evaders
17 May, 2010: Greece's debt must be restructured:
18 May, 2010: Greece gets first bailout cash: Combined €20bn from EU and IMF will prevent 
default
18 May, 2010: Greece should look before it leaps
20 May, 2010: European debt crisis: Greece braced for more strikes
20 May, 2010: Greek debt crisis faces double blow of brain drain and early retirement
4 June, 2010: Euro sinks to four-year low as Hungary fears being the next Greece
9 June, 2010: Greece myth is an excuse for UK cuts
15 June, 2010: Markets braced as Greek credit rating cut to junk again
15 June, 2010: Debt-ridden Greece gets vote of confidence from China: Chinese sign multibillion
euro contracts with Greece
16 June, 2010: Greeks hope Barack Obama will holiday in Crete
24 June, 2010: Greek minister's aide killed in bomb attack: Device disguised as gift kills public 
order minister's aide in Athens
24 June, 2010: Greece starts putting island land up for sale to save economy
25 June, 2010: Greece in first bond sale since bailout: Greece to test investors' appetite with €4bn 
sale
27 June, 2010: Debt-stricken Greece banks on tourism: Upmarket resort has officials asking if 
private investors hold the key
29 June, 2010: Greek anger over austerity measures spills on to Athens streets
8 July, 2010: Strike-hit Greece vows help for tourists: Payouts of up to £58 a day for visitors hit 
by general strike
25 July, 2010: Greece on long, hard road to recovery as EU monitors jet in
29 July, 2010: Greek police fire tear gas at striking truckers
1 August, 2010: Greek truck drivers call off strike after tourist industry is crippled
12 August, 2010: Greece's economy deeper in recession than forecast
2 September, 2010: Greece: refusing to quit
5 September, 2010: Exit from eurozone is Greece's worst option, says Jean-Claude Trichet
12 September, 2010: Greece will not require further cuts, says George Papandreou
19 September, 2010: IMF poised to send permanent officials to Greece
20 September, 2010: Greece delays bank stress tests: Tests on Greek banks will now take place at 
the end of October
21 September, 2010: Ireland sells €1.5bn of bonds amid warnings of Greek-style crisis
20 October, 2010: Greece promises to crack down on tax evaders
24 October, 2010: Greek PM makes pre-election pledge on pay and investment
27 October, 2010: Greek bonds hit by election jitters
7 November, 2010: Greece despairs of escaping from mountain of debt
8 November, 2010: Greece has told Papandreou he has no mandate
7 November, 2010: Papandreou turns local elections into referendum on his economic policies
23 November, 2010: Greece praised for reining in debt but told painful reforms must go ahead
6 December, 2010: Greece seeks longer to repay €110bn IMF bailout loan as austerity bites
15 December, 2010: Anti-austerity protesters clash with police in Athens
16 December, 2010: Greece can only recover if its debt is restructured, say economists
19 December, 2010: George Papandreou risks sparking class war over austerity cuts
27 December, 2010: What happened next? Greek protests
31 December, 2010: In London and Athens, protesters are rekindling the true European spirit
Articles from  New York Times
28 January, 2010: Europe Weighs Possibility of Debt Default in Greece
1 February, 2010: E.U. Official Backs Greece’s Deficit-Cutting Plan
4 February, 2010: Behave Properly,' Trichet Warns Bloc
6 February, 2010: Is Greece’s Debt Trashing the Euro?
7 February, 2010: European Central Bank in a Squeeze
8 February, 2010: INSIDE EUROPE: Market Frenzy Over Greece Is Disturbingly Familiar
9 February, 2010: Europeans Discuss Aid for Greek Debt
10 February, 2010: Goldman Said to Have Helped Greece Hide Debt
10 February, 2010: Talk of Assistance for Greece Propels Markets
11 February, 2010: European Leaders Agree to Rescue Greece
11 February, 2010: Greek Troubles Are More Than Fiscal
10 February, 2010: Germany, Forced to Buoy Greece, Rues Euro Shift
11 February, 2010: Greek Civil Servants Strike Over Austerity
11 February, 2010: Greek Civil Servants Strike Over Austerity Measures
10 February, 2010: Europe Agrees to Aid Greece, but Is Unsure of How to Help
12 February, 2010: European Leaders Vow to Aid Greece, but Skirt Details
12 February, 2010: E.U. Backs Greece but Offers No Aid
11 February, 2010: REUTERS BREAKINGVIEWS: A U.S. Analogy for a Greek Solution
11 February, 2010: Europe Commits to Action on Greek Debt
12 February, 2010: Prospect of Aid for Greece Gives Wall Street a Boost
12 February, 2010: Seeing Trouble in Greece, Baltic States Rethink Euro Plans
13 February, 2010: OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR: Crisis in a Stoic Land
13 February, 2010: Wall St. Helped to Mask Debt Fueling Europe’s Crisis
15 February, 2010: How Wall Street Helped Mask Europe’s Debt
15 February, 2010: E.C.B. President Defends Measures on Greece
15 February, 2010: Helping Governments Deceive
16 February, 2010: Bomb Explodes at Athens Office of JPMorgan
15 February, 2010: Opposition Grows in Germany to Bailout for Greece
15 February, 2010: Greece Pressed to Take Action on Economic Woes
16 February, 2010: Pressure Rises on Greece to Explain and Fix Crisis
18 February, 2010: Greek Press Names a Speculator
18 February, 2010: EDITORIAL: Greece Inches Back
19 February, 2010: In Hungary, Potential Lessons for Greece
19 February, 2010: Strikes Expand in Greece; Hedge Funds Bet on Debt Default
22 February, 2010: Hedge Funds Bet on Greek Debt Default
22 February, 2010: Funds and Goldman Deny Acting Improperly on Greece
22 February, 2010: Soros: Greece Not The Only Test for Eurozone
23 February, 2010: Greek Bourse Starts Trade Despite Protest
24 February, 2010: Greece Trots Out the Real Culprits: Nazi Occupiers
24 February, 2010: Banks Bet Greece Defaults on Debt They Helped Hide
25 February, 2010: Fed Reviewing Goldman’s Moves on Greek Debt
25 February, 2010: Greece Faces High Hurdles to Raising More Funds
26 February, 2010: Greek Debt and U.S. Job Sector Weigh on Investors
25 February, 2010: In Greece’s Crisis, Fed Studies Wall St.’s Activities
26 February, 2010: Greece Calls for More E.U. Solidarity Over Debt Crisis
28 February, 2010: European Union Moves Toward a Bailout of Greece
1 March, 2010: Hedge Funds Said to Profit from Greek Debt
1 March, 2010: European Union Moves Toward a Bailout of Greece
1 March, 2010: I.H.T. OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR: Greek Mess, Global Mess
2 March, 2010: Greece Is Urged to Make More Budget Cuts
1 March, 2010: OP-ED COLUMNIST: Greece, Europe and Alexander Hamilton
2 March, 2010: Greek Troubles Trip Euro, to E.U. Exporters’ Relief
2 March, 2010: NEWS ANALYSIS: Britain Grapples With Debt of Greek Proportions
2 March, 2010: Greece Set to Release Austerity Plan
3 March, 2010: Greece to Announce New Budget Cuts
3 March, 2010: E.U. Endorses Greek Austerity Efforts
4 March, 2010: For Greece, Bond Sale Is Step Back From Disaster
4 March, 2010: NEWS ANALYSIS: I.M.F. Help for Greece Is a Risky Prospect
4 March, 2010: European Central Bank and Bank of England Stand Pat on Rates
4 March, 2010: German Politicians to Greece: Sell Some Islands!
4 March, 2010: Greece Embarks on New Debt Issues
4 March, 2010: Greece Moves Ahead With Bond Sale
4 March, 2010: Traders Seek Europe’s Next Greece
4 March, 2010: For Greece, Bond Sale Is a Step Back From Disaster
5 March, 2010: Greece Won’t Sell Islands to Cover Debts
5 March, 2010: Greece: We Don’t Want to Be Europe’s Lehman
5 March, 2010: Germany Makes No Financial Pledge to Greece
4 March, 2010: EDITORIAL: A.I.G., Greece, and Who’s Next?
6 March, 2010: Between Germany and Greece, a Chorus of Sturm, Drang and Pathos
8 March, 2010: Greek Leader Wants to Restrict Speculative Trades
8 March, 2010: Greek Leader Wants to Restrict Speculative Trading
9 March, 2010: Greece Fumes at Speculators, and Backs a New Monetary Fund
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parts of the body
amputation
arm
armless
arms
backbone
beard
bone
boneheaded
bones
booby
bowels
breast
bruise
bruiser
bruising
carcass
chest
circulation
clotting
coagulated
corpses
ear
ears
eye
eyes
face
faces
feet
finger
fingers
fist
fisted
fistful
fists
foot
fracture
fractured
fractures
fracturing
gastric
hair
hairs
hand
hands
head
heads
heart
hearted
hearten
heartfelt
heartless
hemorrhaging
intestinal
jugular
knee
kneecapped
knees
knuckle
leeches
leg
legs
limb
lips
liver
livers
moustache
mouth
mouths
mouthwatering
nail
nails
nose
nosedived
noses
organs
skeletal
skeleton
skeletons
skin
spinal
spleen
spleens
stomach
tail
tails
throated
toe
toes
tongue
tongues
tooth
toothed
tummy
umbilical
vein
visceral
viscerally
vital
vitally
waist
wholeheartedly
animals
animal
animals
ape
apes
bear
bears
beast
beastly
beasts
bee
bees
bird
birds
bug
bugbear
buggy
bugs
bull
bullish
bullshit
butterfly
buzzards
buzzing
cat
cats
chicken
chickens
chimera
chimerical
cow
cows
dog
dogged
doggedly
dogging
doghouse
dogs
donkey
donkeys
eagle
eagles
elephant
elephantine
elephants
falcon
falcons
fish
flies
fly
goat
goats
guinea pig
guinea pigs
hamster
hamsters
hawk
hawks
hornet
horse
horses
horsing
lameduck
monkey
monkeys
moths
organism
parrot
parroting
parrots
pig
pigs
piranha
piranhas
predator
predators
predatory
prey
preyed
preying
scapegoat
scapegoated
scapegoating
seal
seals
shark
sharks
sheep
stork
storks
swan
tortoise
tortoises
turtle
turtles
vultures
wildcat
wolf
wolfpack
wolves
blame
accusation
accusations
accuse
accused
accuses
accusing
allegation
allegations
allege
alleged
allegedly
alleging
blame
blamed
blames
blaming
finger
fingered
fingering
fingerpointing
fingers
guilt
guilty
scapegoat
scapegoated
scapegoating
heat
heat
heated
heaters
heating
lukewarm
warm
warmed
warmer
warming
warmly
warms
warmth
warm
unstability
brink
squirming
teetered
teetering
teeters
unbalanced
undermine
undermined
undermines
undermining
unpredictability
unpredictable
unpredictably
unravel
unraveling
unravelled
unravelling
unravels
unregulated
unreliable
unresolved
unrest
unrestrained
unrestructurable
unseaworthy
unsecured
unstable
unsupportable
unsure
upend
upended
upheaval
upheavals
upset
upsets
upsetting
wobble
wobbled
wobbles
wobbling
wobbly
poison
acid
corrode
corrosive
poison
poisoned
poisoning
poisonous
poisons
toxic
venom
venomous
venoms
medical operation
bandages
defibrillators
inject
injected
injecting
injection
injections
leeches
medicaid
medical
medicare
medicate
medication
medicine
medicines
operate
operates
operating
operation
orthopaedic
sklerotic
sterile
sterilized
stitch
stitched
stitches
stitching
surgeons
surgery
surgically
transfusion
poverty
broke
impoverished
poor
poverty
jobless
unemployed
joblessness
unemployment
bankruptcy
default
deficit
defecit
drought
bone-dry
desert
dried
dry
sahara
danger
danger
dangerous
hazard
hazardous
hazards
imperil
imperilling
imperils
peril
perilous
